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for the Sessions of 1963-1964

Presidents Report
for the Sessions of 1963-1964

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT
To the Trustees and Overseers of Bowdoin College:
I have the honor to submit the following report for the aca-
demic year 1963-64:
LIBERAL LEARNING IN THE CHANGING WORLD
New challenges have been imposing upon the liberal college
for several years at an accelerating pace. Bowdoin, in its Faculty
and Governing Boards, has been sensitive to these challenges
and has undertaken several pioneering advances engendered by
rapidly changing conditions. The close coordination of effort by
Faculty and Boards, each in its most effective area, has made pos-
sible the implementation of the goals we have set.
Of greatest immediacy is the new program for Seniors to be
inaugurated during the academic year 1964-65. Although still
aborning, the Bowdoin Senior Program has created much in-
terest and discussion in the collegiate world and among informed
schoolmen, just as it has among our own faculty, students, and
alumni. Careful, independent, and objective scrutiny has resulted
in grants in support of the Senior Program from four major
foundations.
The principal curricular change for Seniors is the introduction
of the Senior Seminars. Each Senior will elect one of these each
semester, in a subject outside of his major Department. The titles
for the twelve Seminars to be offered during the Fall Term, taken
from the attractive catalogue Seminars: Senior Program just
published, are:
1. The Artist as a Social Commentator and Critic
2. Richard Wagner
3. Poetry and Poetics
4. The Supreme Court and the "First Freedom"
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5. Greek Mythology and Living Literature
6. The Revolution in Biology: The Impact of Information
Theory
7. The Special Theory of Relativity
8. Historical Geography
9. The Person and the Mind-Body Problem
10. The Civilization of the Mayas
11. The Growth and Decline of American Railroads
12. Social Darwinism
The Senior Seminars will serve several purposes. They will be
informative. They will require the Senior to view from the per-
spective of his own maturity and previous knowledge an im-
portant area of human endeavor new to him, and hopefully they
will require him to relate his own specialization in a larger con-
text. They will permit the exploitation of study and research
techniques already learned in the exploration and mastery of
previously unknown paths. They will break the straitjacket of
formalized class hours and classroom situations, demonstrating
that learning takes place under many circumstances and in dif-
fering forms, not the least of which is pleasurable dialogue with
fellow student and instructor. They provide an innovation in
general education both in their format and in giwing them em-
phasis in the Senior year.
The Seminars themselves, together with Departmental and
Major Meetings in the Senior Center, will contribute to the en-
vironmental pattern to be created as an integral part of the Senior
Program. Equally important will be the visiting lecturers, scholars,
educators, and other groups who will participate in the cocurricular
aspect of the Senior Program. The schedule of these is already
being arranged, and it is anticipated that some preliminary an-
nouncement of them will be made early in the summer.
Essential to the Senior Program, and far more visible, is the
complex of three buildings comprising the Senior Center. The
residence for students is nearing completion, and work is pro-
gressing rapidly on the Faculty Residence and the Main Lounge
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and Dining Areas. We are assured by the contractor that the con-
struction will be completed on schedule, despite unfortunate
delays. As the structures take shape, the genius of Hugh Stubbins'
architectural concept becomes more apparent, complimenting
beautifully the old campus and adding its own dignity and
grandeur.
I. The Responsible Student
On the whole, the College can be proud of her undergraduates.
The average man is better prepared, more serious of purpose,
and more concerned for the right, than his predecessors. He is
mature and responds quickly to the recognition of his maturity.
However, strange and marked contrasts occasionally arise
among these able young men. The same student who is able to
master set theory in his mathematics course in the morning will
engage in a ridiculous dormitory water fight that same evening.
The same man who does solid work as a history major may wan-
tonly destroy trees on the Upper Mall.
An increasing number of men seek counsel about seemingly
small personal problems, but ofttimes men with more serious
personal troubles sedulously avoid any advice or counsel. Some
men seem dissatisfied because of their indeterminacy with respect
to career goals; they are unable to pursue their work and per-
form in accordance with their native ability in the absence of this
external and possibly materialistic drive. Often such men will
take voluntary leave of absence from the College, and after a
year of work experience, return to do markedly better work.
An identification of some goal seems a necessary prelude for
some men to work to capacity. Many students will postpone this,
because they do not realize that an initial choice of career may
change with time: witness the recent Pulitzer Prize for Interna-
tional Affairs Reporting to a man who was a chemistry major
in college. Setting goals early is not necessarily a final career
commitment.
Constant academic pressure through school and college leaves
today's students with little time for relaxed, contemplative thought.
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Such leisure time as is enjoyed seems filled with hectic activity, or
at least the contemporary fad currently supplied by "Beatle-music."
The natural tendency of the faculty to want more and more from
the students results in unrealistically heavy assignments for some
men.
In his essay "Leisure and Work" Paul Goodman points out:
"The Greeks had a word for leisure, o-x°^> meaning serious activity
without the pressure of necessity; and another word, hiarpip^ which
meant playful amusement to pass the time. Both were excellent
things. Serious leisure was the chief way that a free man grew in
character, and that the city made the culture that we still look to
today. Pastime was the recuperation from serious pursuits, includ-
ing leisure." We need to make this distinction today. Means must
be found by which leisurely contemplation and creation ("serious
leisure") can be fostered among mature undergraduates, and the
time which it requires protected.
With reference to the responsibility of Bowdoin undergraduates
in particular, the Student Council this year through appropriate
committees proposed an Honor System which gained faculty ap-
proval subject to student referendum. With but 32 students failing
to vote, it was adopted by a large margin.
Other evidence of the willingness and ability of students to ac-
cept responsibility is in the conduct of their fraternity affairs and in
their recognition that this is an obligation of the undergraduate if
the fraternities are to fulfill their role as organizations supporting
the goals of the College. Many instances could be cited among
several fraternities which illustrate this observation.
Contrary to the general case at other colleges and universities,
the Bowdoin fraternities (with 97% of the undergraduates as
members) are more and more constructive participants in the
educational enterprise. The College backs them solidly. In this,
Bowdoin is running counter to prevailing modes, but wisely so.
Further support of our assessment that the role of the fraternity
can be positive is supplied by Nevitt Sanford in his recently pub-
lished book College and Character (John Wiley and Sons, New
York, 1964, p. 295):
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Why is it that fraternities are so persistent? Why do they not give
up in the face of all the opposition and criticism they encounter? It
must be because the fraternity serves some very genuine and legitimate
needs of students. It is not just all status and exclusiveness. For many
students, surely, the need to have close associates who can be trusted,
and to whom sacrifices can be made, is very strong. And today, when
in the best colleges academic demands have passed all rational bounds
and the adult world wishes to evaluate students solely on the basis of
achievement, they have a very special need for companions who will
accept them as they are ....
One way to deal with the fraternities is to make them the scene of
our strongest effort to create intellectual communities.
This is the Bowdoin policy.
II. The Responsible College
Just as increasing responsibilities come to and are accepted by
able college students, just so with vigorous institutions. Bowdoin
is presently much involved in such acceptance of its responsibili-
ties as a liberal college, through the enlargement of its facilities
to accommodate an increase in student body of almost 20%, and
exerting extra effort and expense to undertake a pioneering new
approach to enhance the experience of the Senior year in college.
This acceptance of new tasks recognizes that existing institutions
must meet new needs of the individual and new needs of the
times if other institutions are not to be invented to supplement
the old ones. This undertaking is a part of the continuous process
of self-renewal so essential to a vital and viable college or or-
ganization.
In the Report of the President of Bowdoin College for 1956-
57, 1 wrote:
Should the College lead in meeting the challenge of progress in
thoughts and things, or should the College stubbornly hold only to the
past for itself, great as this may have been? The world as a whole is
demanding both a more highly educated man, and more highly edu-
cated men.
The welfare of our country and our society depends upon how well
its institutions can meet these concomitant demands. Involved is not
only professional and specialized education, but more important, the
inculcation of the broad perspectives only possible through sound study
in the liberal arts.
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Only this spring The Committee on College and World Affairs
under the chairmanship of President John W. Nason, of Carle-
ton College, defined liberal learning as "... a dynamic that ani-
mates the intellectual community in its entirety. It is not some-
thing that a man can inherit or accept passively as the gift of a
free society. It is a creative and sometimes painful process that
must take place within the individual. It is continuously and ac-
tively liberating. It endures because those whom it has enlightened
and inspired arouse those qualities anew in each succeeding gener-
ation."
Bowdoin has done much to achieve the purposes of liberal edu-
cation thus defined. However, times demand that we do still more.
A year ago my report emphasized the necessity of curricular revo-
lution and challenged the Faculty to the degree of statesmanship
essential to the accomplishment of needed reforms. A year later I
can only reemphasize this challenge by the following excerpt from
the Nason Report cited above:
When the purposes and processes of liberal learning are reassessed in
terms of the changing world, the need for new concepts and a new
emphasis becomes self-evident. If liberal education is to meet the re-
quirements of a new kind of world, it must undergo one of those fun-
damental overhauls that have kept it alive for centuries. There is need
for more than adding a course here and there, more than repackaging
of old courses. There must be a reformulation of purpose. The great
humanistic philosophy in liberal learning must be translated into
twentieth-century terms.
This reformulation is the major task for the immediate future;
it is a further institutional responsibility. Once accomplished, the
reorganization of curriculum and courses necessary to effectuate
the achievement of new purpose will demand the best effort we
can put forth.
An immediate and pressing national need is to provide status
for the American Negro equivalent in stature and dignity to that
of other Americans. This need can be met only as the Negro more
generally achieves equivalent economic and cultural advantages,
both of which are dependent upon educational opportunity. Be-
cause the State of Maine is somewhat remote from the deep emo
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tional trauma accompanying the desegregation process where seg-
regation is inbred, Bowdoin is in a position where it can contribute
significantly in making equality of opportunity available. If this is
to be done, however, the special efforts which will be required must
be recognized as a form of "compensatory discrimination," redress-
ing past omissions in the assimilation of the Negro citizen with
full stature in the society. This is not only an institutional respon-
sibility but an institutional opportunity which Bowdoin and other
colleges must accept. Otherwise the national welfare is in jeopardy.
In an address before the American Conference of Academic
Deans in January, Dr. Logan Wilson, President of the American
Council on Education and former President of the University of
Texas, stated:
Our democratic credo does not sanction the permanent singling out
of any category of individuals for preferential treatment, but I think it
can be argued on functional as well as ethical grounds that remedial
measures are necessary and amends are due for past deprivations. I see
no other way to remove cumulative disadvantages and fairly position
all members of our society for the kind of open competition where
every individual rises or falls by dint of his own merits. Our rationale,
therefore, is not to equalize the competitors but to equalize the terms
of competition within a nation which will rise or fall through its
collective strength or weakness.
III. Income and Expense
Whereas fifty years ago as much as three-quarters of Bowdoin's
income came from endowed funds and but one-quarter from stu-
dent fees, in recent years student fees have carried a larger and
larger share of educational costs. The sources upon which Bowdoin
draws for annual income are revealed in the bar graphs for 1952-
53 and for 1964-65; the early figures are actual, while those for
1964-65 are as projected in next year's budget. Student fees have
increased in proportionate share from 46% to 51%. The continu-
ing importance of the Alumni Fund is obvious in its maintaining
support at the 4-5% level. Of increasing importance are gifts
from business and corporate enterprise, which are evidenced in the
growth of the category "Gifts, Grants and Miscellaneous" from
5% to 11% of total income between 1953 and 1965. Meanwhile
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the endowment income of the College has decreased in proportion-
ate share from 44% to 34%. This is not to say that Bowdoin's en-
dowment has not grown; on the contrary, income from endow-
ment in 1952-53 was $503,000, and in 1964-65 is projected at
$1,124,000. This is impressive growth.
COMPARISON of SOURCES of INCOME and
PURPOSES of EXPENDITURES
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The relative expense of various categories has not changed spec-
tacularly during this interval, as indicated by the bar charts. Teach-
ing and other instruction expense represents approximately the
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same portion of the budget for 1964-65 as was the case in 1952-
53. Administrative expense is slightly larger in proportion, reflect-
ing increased activity in the development program. This can be
considered "seed money," which will bring increased support to
the College in years to come.
Physical education expense is relatively less than in earlier years,
but at least a part of this reflects a transfer of field expense to the
Grounds and Buildings account. The most marked proportionate
increase is in the scholarship account, which has gone from 6%
of the total budget in 1952-53 to 10.5% in 1964-65. This would
be expected as tuition fees became higher and the financial aid
program expanded. We have still much more work to do to bring
our scholarship funds to the needed level.
While the growth of the College in number of students is to be
substantial, it is not overwhelming. The complexity of the college
operation, however, grows year by year. Not only are there such
activities as the research programs and Summer Institutes for
Teachers, supported by the National Science Foundation or the
National Institutes of Health, but there are other more directly
related activities which involve increased expense. A research-
oriented faculty and the honors programs for undergraduates force
library expenses to mount relative to their former level. Students,
parents, and faculty now expect more service for the undergraduate
from the College Physician and in student counseling. In recent
years, many clerical and administrative duties formerly performed
by faculty have been assigned to secretaries and clerks in adminis-
trative offices: the Office of Student Aid provides one such ex-
ample. All of these expenditures support the central purpose of
the College: to provide better education for the individual student,
so that he can as completely as possible fulfill his own destiny.
IV. Financial Aid to Students
The Financial Aid Program of the College is big business; in
the coming year more than one-half million dollars will be dis-
bursed as financial aid in the form of scholarship grants, loans, or
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campus jobs. This is in excess of one-third of the income antici-
pated from tuition and fees.
As college costs have escalated, so has scholarship assistance. In
1952-53 scholarship grants were $62,270. For 1964-65 these
have been budgeted at $334,200, an increase of 440%. Over this
same span, loans have increased from $42,020 to $170,000, an in-
crease of 305%. In 1952-53 loans amounted to 9.4% of income
from tuition, while in 1964-65 they are budgeted at 11.5% of
income from tuition, most of this coming from National Defense
Education Act loan funds.
While the student loans granted each year remained essentially
constant as a fraction of tuition income, scholarship grants have
increased from 14% of tuition income for 1952-53 to 22.8%
of tuition income budgeted for 1964-65. Scholarship grants sup-
ported by endowed scholarships have increased from 9.7% of tui-
tion income to 11% of tuition income during this same period.
The major increases in support of scholarship grants have come
from current gifts (primarily through the Alumni Fund) and
from appropriations from unrestricted operating income. It is ob-
vious that many more endowed scholarships must be established.
Bowdoin could easily use $3,000,000 of scholarship endowment
without fully relieving its dependence for scholarship funds upon
current gifts or operating income. Further, although more than
30% of our students presently receive financial assistance, many
able scholarship applicants do not enroll because our scholarship
funds are insufficient to help them. We are overextended next year
solely because the need is so great.
By the full and early implementation of student loans, the Col-
lege not only extended its capacity to assist students financially but
it has also guaranteed the use of scholarship grants by men of
greatest need. Had not this loan program been undertaken when it
was, and continued, there would be an accumulated deficit of more
than one-half million dollars in our financial aid account or alter-
natively, many worthy young men whom we have helped would
have been denied financial assistance toward the cost of their col-
lege education.
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V. Construction and Renovation
Within a fifteen year period begun in 1950 and to end in 1965,
every single building on the main campus, with the exception of
Moore Hall and Massachusetts Hall, will either be new or will
have had renovations at substantial expense. The new buildings
began with Sills and Cleaveland Halls, continued with Gibson
Hall, the Arena, and Coleman Hall, and are concluding with the
Senior Center, the new Gymnasium, and the new Library. Old
buildings which have been renovated include Adams and Memo-
rial Halls, Searles Science Building, and Banister Hall (the periph-
ery of the Chapel). The Walker Art Building has been rewired,
redecorated, reheated, and enlarged by two new storage areas un-
der the north and south terraces. Hubbard Hall has been relighted
in the major storage and work areas, and when the new Library is
finished, will be further renovated for faculty offices, the Comput-
ing Center, and other uses. The Moulton Union is to be enlarged
and the present building renovated to a considerable extent. Major
repairs and reconstruction have taken place in the Curtis Swim-
ming Pool. The Sargent Gymnasium will be renovated on the
ground floor when the new Gymnasium is built. The Hyde Ath-
letic Building has been repainted and relighted. The Infirmary was
renovated and enlarged, so that it is now an excellent facility for a
college health service. The plumbing in Hyde Hall has been mod-
ernized at considerable expense. Even Massachusetts Hall has had
some remodeling within this period to provide necessary space for
the Admissions Office. The grounds have been improved by paved
walks, drives, and planting, and the campus has been extended by
the purchase of property peripheral to the old campus. From 1950
until 1965, the value of the physical plant will have increased
from $3,978,000 to approximately $18,000,000.
This remarkable achievement in the development of the phys-
ical plant, coincident with endowment growth to be detailed be-
low, has been possible only by the generous support of our alumni
and benefactors in the Sesquicentennial Period and during the cur-
rent Capital Campaign and throughout the years intervening.
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The one need already projected which remains to be done is the
construction of the new galleries to be attached to the Walker Art
Building. This addition has been planned, and the renovations and
added storage rooms provided in the Walker Art Building in re-
cent years have been coordinated with the plans contemplated for
the new addition.
Other projects to be completed by 1965 include the new Gym-
nasium, construction of which was undertaken in early May, and
whose completion is anticipated in the spring of 1965. The plans
for the new Library are virtually complete, and the building would
be under way momentarily were it not for delay in the Senate in
acting upon the House approved appropriations bill in support of
the Higher Education Facilities Act of 1963, which holds out the
possibility of a grant of several hundred thousand dollars toward
the cost of construction. The complete renovation of Winthrop
Hall will begin in June, with the renovations of Maine and Apple-
ton Halls to follow sequentially, so that but one dormitory will be
out of service at a time. We hope that the new Library will be oc-
cupied at the beginning of the 1965-66 academic year and that
the dormitory renovations will also be complete by that time.
VI. Capital Growth, Accomplished and Projected
During the past twenty years the College has made significant
growth in capital resources. That which has gone into the physical
plant has been detailed above. That which has gone into income-
producing endowment is reflected in the growth in our activity and
our annual operating budget.
For comparative purposes the endowment of the College is
shown on the chart below, year by year from 1943 to 1964. While
Bowdoin's record is impressive, it is also obvious that we have
scarcely held our own in comparison with three other nationally
outstanding small, men's colleges, great as our own capital growth
has been. In spite of this, we can take pride in the job accomplished
and in the knowledge that, through the wise and prudent invest-
ment of available resources, Bowdoin has kept in the forefront
with these pace-setting institutions.
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The President's Report for 1956-57 stated that it was essential
for Bowdoin to undertake a capital funds campaign at the earliest
possible moment, and asked the question: "Will Bowdoin alumni,
and the knowing and influential people of this nation, agree that
the College should remain preeminent, demonstrating this agree-
ment not alone by personal support, but by diligent solicitation of
the interest and support of others?" The ten million dollar Capital
Campaign which will be successfully concluded within a few
months provides ringing assurance in answer to this question; all
now know that Bowdoin is a moving and vigorous concern. For
this we are indebted to many dedicated and generous men and
women.
The ten year Profile preliminary to the $2.5 million Ford Foun-
dation Grant, with required matching of $7.5 million, projected
Bowdoin's capital needs over the next ten years. This projection in-
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dicated $31,800,000 to be required, with the intensive solicitation
of the Capital Campaign plus the Ford Foundation Grant to pro-
vide $12,500,000 of this total. The remainder must come through
continuing attention on the part of Trustees, Overseers, and alumni
to attract gifts, benefactions, and bequests.
The other colleges whose endowment growths are shown have
their own equally demanding projections and are pursuing their
goals assiduously. The Trustees and Overseers, the Officers and
Faculty of Bowdoin are determined that their College, too, shall
move constantly forward.
DE MORTUIS
Carl Merrill Robinson, M.D., Sc.D., of the Class of 1908, who
served more than twenty-three years as an Overseer until becom-
ing Overseer Emeritus in February, 1962, died at his home in Fal-
mouth Foreside on August 25, 1963. Dr. Robinson came to Bow-
doin from the High School in the City of Portland, where he was
born July 4, 1886. As an undergraduate, he was elected a member
of Delta Kappa Epsilon, and was elected to Phi Beta Kappa in his
Junior year. He graduated summa cum laude, winning the Good-
win Commencement Prize for the best Commencement Part in
1908. After receiving his M.D. from the Harvard Medical School,
he returned to Portland as a practicing physician in 1913. Except
for a period of service with the British and United States Armies
in World War I, his practice remained in Portland, and he became
Chief of Surgical Services at the Maine General Hospital and later
a surgical consultant to the Maine Medical Center. He was for
seven years a member of the Faculty of the Bowdoin Medical
School, and for a time was Superintendent of the Edward Mason
Dispensary in Portland. Dr. Robinson was honored by Fellowships
in the American College of Surgeons and the Academy of Inter-
national Medicine, and by the College in 1940 with the honorary
degree of Doctor of Science. His son, Hugh P. Robinson, is a mem-
ber of the Class of 1948, and two sons-in-law are alumni.
Frederic Erie Thornlay Tillotson, Mus.D., Professor of Musk
since 1936, died in Portland on November 25, 1963, after an ex-
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tended illness. A native of St. Louis, Missouri, where he was born
January 19, 1897, he received his secondary school education in
Denver, Colorado, and his special training in music at the New
England Conservatory of Music and at the Royal Academy of
Music and the Matthay Pianoforte School, both in London, Eng-
land. A concert pianist and orchestra conductor from his teens, he
taught at Boston University and at music schools in the Boston
area until his appointment to the Bowdoin Faculty. Under his en-
thusiastic guidance Bowdoin's musical activities flourished and
grew phenomenally, both within and without the academic frame-
work. The Harvey Dow Gibson Hall of Music is tangible recog-
nition of the regard in which his work was held. Under his baton
the Glee Club rose to new heights and the annual Bowdoin Night
at the Boston "Pops" became a noble tradition. He was initiated a
faculty member of Zeta Psi but was a brother in spirit of many
other fraternities and of almost all students. The College awarded
him the honorary degree of Doctor of Music in 1946. In 1962,
his students established a scholarship fund in his honor. His son,
Clive, is a member of the Class of 1953.
[
FACULTY
The following members of the Faculty were on sabbatic leave
during the year: Ernst Christian Helmreich, Ph.D., Thomas Brack-
m Reed Professor of History and Political Science; Philip Meader
Brown, Ph.D., Professor of Economics; Myron Alton Jeppesen,
Ph.D., Professor of Physics; Paul Vernon Hazelton, Ed.M., of the
Class of 1942, Associate Professor of Education; and during the
spring semester, Nathaniel Cooper Kendrick, Ph.D., Dean of the
College, and Frank Munsey Professor of History. On leave of ab-
sence were: Reinhard Lunde Korgen, Ph.D., Professor of Mathe-
matics; Charles Ellsworth Huntington, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
of Biology; David Bradstreet Walker, Ph.D., Assistant Professor
of Government; and during the spring semester, William Camp-
bell Root, Ph.D., Charles Weston Pickard Professor of Chemistry.
At the beginning of the academic year, Richard Leigh Chittim,
M.A., of the Class of 1941, was promoted to Professor of Mathe-
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matics. Promoted to Associate Professor were: Elroy Osborne La-
Casce, Jr., Ph.D., of the Class of 1944, in Physics; George Don-
ham Bearce, Jr., Ph.D., in History and Government; and Gordon
Lee Hiebert, Ph.D., in Chemistry. The following were promoted
to Assistant Professor: James Lee Hodge, Ph.D., in German;
Kwanha Yim, Ph.D., in Government; Jonathan Darby Lubin,
Ph.D., in Mathematics; Daniel J. Sterling, Ph.D., in Mathematics;
and Thomas Browne Cornell, A.B., in Art.
Joining the Faculty in the fall of 1963 were the following:
William Frederick Vassar, A.M., Lieutenant Colonel, U.S.A., Pro-
fessor of Military Science; Charles Douglas McGee, Ph.D., Asso-
ciate Professor of Philosophy; Laurence Binet Brown, Ph.D., of
the University of Adelaide, South Australia, Lecturer in Psychol-
ogy, for the fall semester; Robert Adolph Walkling, Ph.D., Assis-
tant Professor of Physics; Wesley Howard Long, A.M., Assistant
Professor of Economics; James Daniel Redwine, Jr., Ph.D., Assis-
tant Professor of English; John LaFollette Howland, Ph.D., of the
Class of 1957, Assistant Professor of Biology; Daniel Levine,
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History; J. Clarence Davies III, A.B.,
Instructor in Government, and Director of the Bureau for Re-
search in Municipal Government; Gerald Francis Downey, M.B.A.,
Instructor in Economics; Donald Geikie Adam, Ph.D., Instructor
in English; Richard Bardwell Lyman, Jr., A.M., of the Class of
1957, Instructor in History; Noel Sidney Nussbaum, A.M., In-
structor in Biology; Albert Franklin Gilman III, Ph.D., Instructor
in Mathematics; Maurice Irwin Levin, A.M., Instructor in Russian;
Reginald Lee Hannaford, Ed.M., B.Litt., Instructor in English;
Hendrik David Gideonse, Ed.D., Instructor in Education; Arthur
William Bloom, Jr., A.M., Instructor in Speech in the Department
of English; and Samuel Earl Allen, Jr., A.M., Instructor in His-
tory. Carl Russell Crosby, Jr., A.M., of the Class of 1951, joined
the Faculty in December for the remainder of the academic year
as Instructor in Music.
The faculty members listed below will be on sabbatic leave dur-
ing the academic year 1964-65: William Davidson Geoghegan,
Ph.D., Associate Professor of Religion. During the first semester,
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two members will be on leave: Herbert Ross Brown, Ph.D., Pro-
fessor of English and Edward Little Professor of Rhetoric and Ora-
tory; and Samuel Edward Kamerling, Ph.D., Charles Weston Pick-
ard Professor of Chemistry. During the second semester, three
members will be on leave: Noel Charlton Little, Ph.D., of the
Class of 1917, Professor of Physics and Josiah Little Professor of
Natural Science; George Hunnewell Quinby, M.F.A., of the Class
of 1923, Professor of Dramatics in the Department of English;
and Paul Gifford Darling, Ph.D., Professor of Economics.
The following leaves of absence have been granted for 1964-
65: Albert Abrahamson, A.M., of the Class of 1926, George Lin-
coln Skolfield, Jr., Professor of Economics, to join the staff of the
Office of Science Resources Planning of the National Science
Foundation; Reinhard Lunde Korgen, Ph.D., Professor of Mathe-
matics, to continue on the staff of the National Science Founda-
tion; and Lawrence Parkus, A.B., Instructor in Government, for
active service as an Army Reserve Officer for two years beginning
in 1964-65. William Campbell Root, Ph.D., Charles Weston
Pickard Professor of Chemistry, will be on leave of absence during
the spring semester.
The following members of the Faculty have resigned effective
at the end of the current year: David Bradstreet Walker, Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of Government; Eugene Canfield Royster,
Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology; Kwanha Yim, Ph.D., As-
sistant Professor of Government; Daniel Gillmore Calder, A.M.,
of the Class of I960, Instructor in English; Gerald Francis Dow-
ney, M.B.A., Instructor in Economics; Hendrik David Gideonse,
Ed.D, Instructor in Education; and Samuel Earl Allen, Jr., A.M.,
Instructor in History.
RETIREMENTS
Two members of the Board of Overseers have resigned to ac-
cept election as Overseers Emeriti. Roscoe Henderson Hupper,
LL.D, of the Class of 1907, who resigned in June, 1963, joined
the Board in 1938. Fred Lysander Putnam, A.B., of the Class of
1904, became an Overseer in 1942. He resigned in February,
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1964. The College is grateful to them for their many years of
devoted service.
William Haskell Farrar, A.B., of the Class of 1914, Secretary
of the President and Trustees, and Overseer, ex officio, of the Col-
lege since 1944, retired from that post in February, 1964. He has
been a strong right arm for the President and Trustees during his
twenty years of service. Mr. Farrar has been elected Overseer
Emeritus. (Karl Russell Philbrick, M.B.A., of the Class of 1923,
was elected Secretary of the President and Trustees.)
Cecil Thomas Holmes, Ph.D., Wing Professor of Mathematics,
Chairman of the Department of Mathematics, and a member of
the Bowdoin Faculty for almost forty years, retires in June. A
graduate and presently a Trustee of Bates, he received his doctorate
at Harvard. An able and popular teacher, author of two widely
used textbooks, he has also been Director of Bowdoin's Academic
Year Institute, the program sponsored by the National Science
Foundation under which the College now offers the master's de-
gree in Mathematics. He has taught at Bates, at Stanford Univer-
sity (where he will giwe a course this summer), and at Summer
Institutes in Mathematics at Bowdoin. A loyal and hardworking
committeeman and witty speaker, father of three Bowdoin sons,
Professor Holmes has a host of friends among students, faculty,
and alumni.
Philip Conway Beam, Ph.D., Director of the Museum of Art for
twenty-five years, has resigned from that position as of July 1,
1964, to be succeeded by Marvin Sherwood Sadik, A.M., Curator
of the Museum, who will be Director and Curator. Under Pro-
fessor Beam's guidance the program, services, and resources of the
Museum have increased enormously, and it is now recognized as
among the finest of American college museums. Professor Beam
will continue to hold the Henry Johnson Professorship of Art and
Archaeology and to serve as Chairman of the Department of Art.
Master Sergeant Marshall Perrin Bailey, U.S.A., who joined the
Bowdoin ROTC staff in 1959 and was made Adjunct Instructor
in Military Science in February, I960, retired from the Army on
May 31, 1964, and will begin special studies in anticipation of a
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second career in teaching. He will leave the College with the
knowledge that he has made a host of friends, not only for him-






Faculty and Staff Publications, 1963-1964
Dr. Donald G. Adam
Review: The Nobler Pleasure: Dryden's Comedy in Theory
and Practice, by Frank Harper Moore, Seventeenth Century
News (1963).
Professor Philip C. Beam
"A Watercolor by Andrew Wyeth and a Short Critique," Bulle-
tin of the Bowdoin College Museum of Art (1963).
Review: Design and Form: the Basic Course at the Bauhaus,
1919-1923, by Johannes Itten, translated by J. Maass, Choice
(1964).
Associate Professor George D. Bearce, Jr.
Reviews: Britain and South-Fast Asia, by Saul Rose, American
Historical Review ( 1963 ) ; "Clemency" Canning: Charles John,
1st Earl Canning, Governor-General and Viceroy of India,
1856-1862, by Michael Maclagan, ibid.; The Life and Adven-
tures of Thomas Coryate, by Michael Strachan, Journal of Mod-
ern History (1963); Nana Sahib and the Rising at Cawnpore,
by Pratul Chandra Gupta, American Historical Review (1963)
and Journal of Modern History (1963); Alivardi and His
Times, by Kalikinkar Datta, American Historical Review
( 1964) ; A Century of Social Reform in India, by S. Natarajan,
and Famines in India, 1860-1945 , by B. H. Bhatia, Victorian
Studies (1964).
Professor Herbert R. Brown
Sills of Bowdoin: The Life of Kenneth Charles Morton Sills,
1879-1954. Columbia University Press, 1964.
"A Child of Religion and Frontier Politics," Perspective
(1964).
Coeditor of "Checklist of Articles on American Literature Ap-
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pearing in Current Periodicals," American Literature (1963—
64).
Managing Editor of New England Quarterly (1963-64)
.
Professor Warren B. Catlin
"Joy in Work," Chanticleer (1963).
Professor Dan E. Christie
Vector Mechanics. 2nd ed. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1964.
Professor Louis O. Coxe
"Breaking the Barrier," in Best Poems of 1962, Borestone
Mountain Poetry Awards, 1963.
"Cruising" Yale Review (1963).
"Two Poems," Carleton Miscellany (1963).
"E. A. Robinson, Head Tide," University Magazine (1964).
"Post-Season Games," University Magazine (Winter 1963-64).
"Three Poems," Poetry (1964).
"Time's Arrow," New Yorker ( 1964)
.
Editor of Laurel edition of Chaucer. Dell, 1963.
Professor Nathan Dane II
"The Case For the Latinist," Inaugural lecture, Bowdoin Alum-
nus (1964).
Review: Sex. Propertii Elegiarum liber Secundus, edited by P.
J. Enk, Classical Journal ( 1964)
.
Assistant Professor L. Dodge Fernald, Jr.
"The Comparability of Quantitative Rorschach and Z-Test
Data," with others, Journal of Projective Technique and Per-
sonality Assessment (1963).
Review: Transfer of Learning, by Robert F. Grose and Robert
C. Birney, Amherst Alumni News ( 1963 )
.
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Assistant Professor Alfred H. Fuchs
Instructor's Manual {Form C) to Accompany "Psychology."
4th ed. Houghton Mifflin, 1962.
Associate Professor William D. Geoghegan
Reviews: The Spirit of American Philosophy, by John E. Smith,
Christian Advocate (1963); Twentieth Century Religious
Thought: The Frontiers of Philosophy and Theology, 1900-
1960, by John Macquarrie, Christian Advocate (1963) and
The Journal of Bible and Religion ( 1964)
.
Professor Alfred O. Gross
"Notes on the Wedge-tailed Shearwater at Heron Island, Great
Barrier Reef, Australia," with Associate Professor James M.
Moulton and Assistant Professor Charles E. Huntington, Atoll
Research Bulletin (1963).
Dr. Daniel F. Hanley
"Athletic Games As a Factor in Physical Fitness," Connecticut
State Medical Journal ( 1963 )
.
"An Attempt to Do Something About Football Knee Injuries,"
Rystan Newsletter ( 1963 )
.
Mr. Richard B. Harwell
The Confederate Hundred. Beta Phi Mu, 1964.
"The Stream of Self-Consciousness," in The Idea of the South:
Pursuit of a Central Theme. University of Chicago Press, 1964.
"Paperback Revolution Spreads to Colleges," Chicago Tribune
Magazine of Books ( 1963 )
.
Reviews: Appomattox, Closing Struggle of the Civil War, by
Burke Davis, Chicago Tribune Magazine of Books (1963);
The Battle of Gettysburg, by Bruce Catton, ibid.; The Battle of
New Market, by Paxton Davis, ibid.\ The Civil War, a Narra-
tive: Fredericksburg to Meridian, by Shelby Foote, ibid.\ Guide
to Federal Archives Relating to the Civil War, by Kenneth L.
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Munden and Henry Putney Beers, Library Quarterly (1963);
The Horse Hunters, by Lee McGiffen, Chicago Tribune Maga-
zine of Books (1963); The Muddy Path to Glory, by Stephen
W. Meader, ibid.\ Nine Men in Gray, by Charles L. DuFour,
Virginia Magazine (1963); The President, the Professor, and
the College Library, by Guy R. Lyle, Emory University Quarter-
ly (1963); The Stonewall Brigade, by James 1. Robertson, Jr.,
Richmond News Leader (1963); The Wonder and the Glory,
by Alexander Parsons, College and Research Libraries (1964).
Associate Professor Paul V. Hazelton
"Education and Politics," Saturday Review (1963).
Professor Ernst G Helmreich
Editor, with an Introduction, of A Free Church in a Free State?
The Catholic Church, Italy, Germany, France, 1864-1914.
D. C. Heath and Company, 1964.
Article on "Austria" in The Americana Annual, 1964.
Articles on "Varna" and "The Little Entente," in The Ameri-
cana Encyclopedia, 1964.
"Finding of School Bus Survey," Portland Sunday Telegram
(1963).
Assistant Professor James L. Hodge
"Hebbel's Bunte Steine," American Notes & Queries (1963).
Assistant Professor John L. Howland
"Phosphorylation Coupled to the Oxidation of Tetramethyl-p-
phenylenediamine in Rat Liver Mitochondria," Biochimica
Biophysica Acta (1963) and Proceedings of the Biochemical
Society (1963).
"The Reversibility of Inhibition by 2-heptyl-4-hydroxyquino-
line-N-oxide and 2-hydroxy-3-(3-methylbutyl)-l, 4-naphtho-




"Synthesis of Glutamate from alpha-oxoglutarate and Am-
monia in Rat Liver Mitochondria," with others, Biochimica
Biophysica Acta ( 1963 )
.
"Uncoupling and Inhibition of Oxidative Phosphorylation by
2-hydroxy-3-alkyl-l, 4-naphthoquinones," Biochimica Biophys-
ica Acta (1963).
Assistant Professor Charles E. Huntington
"Population Dynamics of Leach's Petrel, Oceanodroma leu-
corhoa," in Proceedings XIHth International Ornithological
Congress, 1963.
"Notes on the Wedge-tailed Shearwater at Heron Island, Great
Barrier Reef, Australia," with Professor Alfred O. Gross and
Associate Professor James M. Moulton, Atoll Research Bulletin
(1963).
Professor Myron A. Jeppesen
"Laboratory Experiments on the Hall Effect Using Evaporat-
ed Metal Films," with others, American Journal of Physics
(1963).
Assistant Professor Gerald Kamber
"Max Jacob et Charles Baudelaire: une etude de sources,"
Modern Language Notes ( 1963 )
.
Review: Regards sur le frangais actuel, by Jean L. Darbelnet,
Bowdoin Alumnus ( 1963 )
.
Professor Edward C. Kirkland
Dream and Thought in the Business Community, 1860—1900.
Quadrangle Books, Inc., 1964.
Associate Professor Elroy O. LaCasce, Jr.
"1964 Advanced Placement Physics Examination," with others.
Educational Testing Service, 1964.
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Professor Noel C. Little
Review: Galileo and the Scientific Revolution, by Laura Fermi
and Gilberto Bernardini, Physics Teacher ( 1964)
.
Professor Charles H. Livingston
"Manuscrit retrouve d'oeuvres de Watriquet de Couvin," in
Melanges de Linguistique romane et de Philologie Medi-
evale offerts a M. Maurice Delbouille. Gembloux, 1964.
Assistant Professor Jonathan D. Lubin
Ph.D. Dissertation for Harvard University: "One-Parameter
Formal Lie Groups over p-adic Integer Rings." 1963.
Associate Professor C. Douglas McGee
"Fun, Games and Natural Language," Journal of Philosophy
(1963).
Assistant Professor Dana W. Mayo
"Multi-nuclear Ferrocenes. I. Biferrocenyl," with others, Jour-
nal of Organic Chemistry (1963).
Review: Infrared Absorption Spectroscopy, by Koji Nakanishi,
Steroids (1963).
Associate Professor James M. Moulton
"Acoustic Behaviour of Fishes," in Acoustic Behaviour of An-
imals, edited by R. G. Busnel. Elsevier Publishing Company,
1963.
"Acoustic Orientation of Marine Fishes and Invertebrates," in
Animal Orientation, edited by H. Autrum. Springer-Verlag,
1963.
"The Ear-Air Bladder Connections of the Menhaden," with
Jules M. Lerner, American Zoologist ( 1963 )
.
"Notes on the Wedge-tailed Shearwater at Heron Island, Great
Barrier Reef, Australia," with Professor Alfred O. Gross and
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Assistant Professor Charles E. Huntington, Atoll Research Bul-
letin (1963).
"The Recapture of a Marked Leatherback Turtle in Casco Bay,
Maine," Copeia (1963).
"Sound Production in the Snapping Shrimps Alpheus (Cran-
gon) and Synalpheus" with Robert E. Knowlton, Biological
Bulletin (1963).
Mr. Noel S. Nussbaum
"Conditions Affecting the Culture of Teleostean Scales in vitro,"
Anatomical Record ( 1963 )
.
"Hypophysectomy and Thyroid Function in Anolis" Anatomi-
cal Record (1963).
Professor Edward Pols
Recognition of Reason. Southern Illinois University Press, 1963.
Professor George H. Quinby
"Shakespeare at Bowdoin College, 1912-1962," Shakespeare
Quarterly (1963).
"Pantomime on Television in Tehran," in translation into Farsi,
Sokhan [monthly publication of the Administration of Fine
Arts] (1963).
"The Development of Dramatic Art in Iran," in translation
into Farsi, Pazhohandeh ( 1963 )
.
Professor Thomas A. Riley
"Eichendorffs Rheinbeschreibung," in Aurora: Eichendorff Al-
manack, 1964.
Assistant Professor Eugene C. Royster
"Socialization and Interaction: An Experimental Study of Co-
operation and Competition," Technical Report for Office of
Naval Research, 1963.
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Assistant Professor William D. Shipman
"Some Economic Implications of Nuclear Power Generation in
Large Central Stations," Land Economics (1964).
Mr. Robert B. Stone
Review: Lyndon B. Johnson, a Biography, by Harry Provence,
Lewiston Daily Sun ( 1964)
.
Professor James A. Storer
The Kennebec and the Penobscot: An Historical Investigation
of Multiple Use of Maine Rivers, with James Wilson. The Con-
servation Foundation, 1964.
"The Economy of the State of Maine"—a paper presented at
the Conference on the Multiple Purpose Development of the
St. John River. Published by the University of New Brunswick,
1963.
Editor of Maine Business Indicators, published monthly by the
Center for Economic Research.
Assistant Professor David B. Walker




Congregational 204 Universalist 9
Catholic 152 Greek Orthodox 6
Episcopal 112 Christian Science 5
Jewish 78 Anglican 2
Presbyterian 63 Society of Friends .... 2
Methodist 53 Other 5
Baptist 32 No Preference 27




I. Report of the Dean of Students.
II. Report of the Librarian.
III. Report of the Director of the Museum of Art.
REPORT OF THE DEAN OF STUDENTS
To the President of Bowdoin College:
I have the honor to submit the following report for the academic
year 1963-64:
It has occurred to me only in the last few months, but with in-
creasing frequency, that Dean Kendrick's kind remarks about me
in his report of last June were possibly made with an ulterior mo-
tive in mind—on February 4 he sailed for Europe and a sabbatical
semester. Since then I have many times wished for his counsel, and
many more times wished for someone with whom to share the
blame. Although several matters covered in this report occurred
during the first semester when Dean Kendrick and I were both on
duty, the emphasis must inevitably fall in those areas with which
I am most familiar and for which I have assumed responsibility. In
contrast with the broad range of previous reports, this year's report
will be focused largely upon students and their immediate con-
cerns.
The most immediate concern for the majority of undergradu-
ates, I believe, is not the Senior Center and its program but the im-
pact of the Center upon the rest of the College. In particular, the
impending transfer of Seniors to the Senior Center has occasioned
a good deal of speculation and considerable planning on the part
of fraternities. The College has assured the fraternities that sub-
sidy will be available, if necessary, to enable fraternity houses to
operate without financial loss during the three years required to
build the lower classes to their full enrollment as the College ex-
pands to 925. In turn, the College has asked the Student Council
to continue its study of the rushing program and to suggest formu-
las to determine what houses might be eligible to apply for assis-
tance if they desire it. Last year, Freshman delegations were limited
to twenty-four in an effort to bring houses into this crucial period
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with reasonably similar strength, and the success of this device has
justified its continuation, probably throughout the period. *
Also prompted by the loss of Seniors from fraternities has been
the question of whether Juniors are prepared to assume the respon-
sibilities usually carried by Seniors. I believe they are prepared and
have, in fact, already proven their mettle in a variety of roles
which Seniors once held but which in recent years have been left
to Juniors and Sophomores as Seniors turned their efforts in in-
creasing numbers toward admission to graduate school. (The
Bugle is solely the product of the Junior Class, and the last four
editors of the Orient have been Sophomores.) The new Junior
presidents will, I believe, be assisted by the new Orientation Pro-
gram, which welcomes Freshmen to houses as responsible young
men rather than as objects for discipline and amusement. Because
next year's Junior Class was instrumental in developing the new
Orientation Program, it should be able to realize more fully the
potential of the program for assisting Freshmen and for instilling
a mature concept of what "fraternity" means. Much progress,
though, has been made this year. It is the first year since I have
been at Bowdoin that there have been no complaints from teachers,
coaches, or Freshmen.
It is, I think, significant that Bowdoin fraternities are not gen-
erally concerned about a problem which confronts some fraterni-
ties at other institutions, namely, discriminatory policies. Last year
each fraternity was able to state that its membership was open to
students of all faiths and all races. Some skeptics remain, for whom
only concrete evidence will suffice. They may find it in the years
ahead as the opportunities arise through Bowdoin's efforts, along
with those of other colleges, to achieve a fuller representation of
minority groups. When these occasions arise it is important that
the fraternities not be found wanting. The appeal of the renovated
*It is interesting to note that all but three Freshmen pledged fraternities. Because
these three commuted, they felt that for the present they would not participate in
fraternity life. It was made clear to them that invitations were available, for the
fraternity presidents had earlier agreed to do all in their power to ensure each
Freshman at least one bid in order that the Senior Center experience might truly
build upon the fraternity experience.
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dormitories and the Senior Center can only be answered by the ap-
peal of comradeship, tolerance, and profounder ways of living and
serving. It is a challenge the fraternities should welcome.
Other student concerns will sound familiar, although the out-
come, for Bowdoin, is new. An Honor System, the Chapel Pro-
gram, and the Social Rules filled many columns in the Orient and
many hours in the Chapel—and all to some purpose. On April 22
and 23, 96% of the students went to the polls at the Moulton
Union to express their views on a proposed Honor System. There
were 483 votes cast in favor; 265 in opposition. As a result, Bow-
doin will institute an Honor System next September. The System,
as proposed by the Student Council, approved by the Faculty, and
voted by the students, resembles in many respects the honor sys-
tems at the other Pentagonal colleges. It covers papers, unproc-
tored examinations, and the use of the library, and it relies upon
the individual integrity of students for its success rather than upon
collective police work. Each student will sign a statement at regis-
tration stating that he understands and agrees to abide by the Bow-
doin Honor System. Thereafter, his signature on any work attests
to his integrity. Should a student witness a violation of the Honor
System, he is pledged to take such action as is consistent with his
own sense of honor. Several courses of action will be suggested,
but none is mandatory. The experience of other colleges has shown
that under an honor system cheating is reduced to the point where
violations seldom occur. When they do, students express their dis-
approval effectively in a variety of ways. To what extent these ways
should be formalized is worth the individual student's deliberating.
As designed for Bowdoin, the Honor System offers practical and
educational advantages. Its endorsement by over 60% of the stu-
dents enrolled promises that it will receive a fair try.
Criticism of Chapel is, I imagine, as old as the College itself. It
has expressed itself in many ways, from individual neglect to mass
protest. Most recently it took the form of a petition requesting fac-
ulty reconsideration of the entire program. The result was a study
which, in recognition of the changing nature of the program, the
difficulty of enforcing the present rules governing attendance, and
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the complex nature of today's student body, concluded that the
time had come to relieve students of mandatory religious participa-
tion in Chapel. Under a new program submitted to the Governing
Boards for approval, members of the three lower classes will be ex-
pected to attend each semester a total of ten secular forums or ten
religious chapels or any combination totaling ten. A religious pro-
gram will be held each Wednesday, and forums will be conducted
twice each week in order that issues of general interest to the com-
munity may be publicly discussed. Senior attendance is optional, for
the program at the Senior Center will be demanding and in some
respects will be similar to the forums. As revised, the Chapel-
Forum Program should avoid the ambiguity and confusion which
had come to characterize the secularized Chapel of the last few
years. Devotional services and forum discussion should be better
for the clarification.
Perhaps more pressing as a student concern than either an
Honor System or a revised Chapel Program has been the body of
regulations governing social life, particularly the entertainment of
women on campus. Were Bowdoin students not concerned, they
would indeed be unique among today's college students, for the
universality of the problem has recently given colleges more than
their share of notoriety in the daily press and the weekly news
magazines. Bowdoin students, however, feel a particular peeve, for
the regulations they are subject to are among the more conserva-
tive in the general Ivy League. Dormitory visitations are prohib-
ited, and except for a few afternoons during the year, lady guests
may not be entertained in sitting rooms above the first floor of
fraternity houses. For most adults, these regulations seem reason-
able; for most students in search of reasonable privacy in the midst
of institutional entertaining, they are not.
At this point, no solution seems simple or right. Schools with
more liberal policies envy ours but refuse themselves to retrench.
Psychiatrists have grown concerned with the problems raised by
what appears at some schools to be an invitation to promiscuity.
The majority of students, on the other hand, argue with sincerity
for the privacy which makes simple conversation possible in a way
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that a "first floor" fraternity dance does not. And ultimately, re-
gardless of the rules in their many forms, a few breaches of deco-
rum occur. At best, the rules can only suggest an institutional view
of propriety; the opportunities to circumvent them are numerous.
I am not convinced that the case has ever been different. Rules can
never substitute for morality, discretion, good taste, or common
sense. These qualities develop only through experience and critical
discussion. For Bowdoin, I believe the only answer lies in students
abiding by the rules which exist and in the Faculty's willingness to
discuss with students in a free and open manner the problems both
of the student and the College in establishing social standards. In
the light of such discussion, modification of the rules must from
time to time be made or the discussion becomes meaningless. Nei-
ther faculties nor students have solved the problem to date, and
although they probably never will in any absolute sense, the values
implicit in the problem retain their significance only as continuous
effort is made to understand and express them. The proposals now
under deliberation for changing social rules must be viewed in that
light.
In contrast with the changes sought in general college life, rela-
tively few changes have been requested by faculty or students in
the academic curriculum. Hygiene was dropped from the Fresh-
man year, and the way was prepared for Speech to be offered twice
a week for one semester, half of the Freshman Class taking it each
term. In the case of Hygiene, it was felt that many matters tradi-
tionally taught had now become general information through vari-
ous public media, and in the case of Speech it was felt that the
course would be of greater value to a student if a sense of continu-
ity and momentum could be attained through more frequent meet-
ings.
The absence of changes in curricular affairs should not be sur-
prising. Much time and energy are being given to the Senior Cen-
ter as plans for Seminars, increased staff, and the general program
of the Center develop. Twelve Senior Seminars with enrollments
varying from ten to fifteen will be offered in the Fall Term. Just




major programs will be on the rest of the curriculum is not en-
tirely clear. It is likely that introductory courses and distribution re-
quirements may require some revision after a year's experience
with the Center. For that reason there has understandably been
little inclination to modify present offerings or the regulations gov-
erning their election. .»'•.(
Two special problems have presented themselves this year. The
Reserve Officers' Training Corps at Bowdoin, in which students en-
roll voluntarily as Freshmen in a four-year course of study leading
to appointment as Second Lieutenants in the United States Army
Reserve, has recently been subject to pressures not previously en-
countered. The late President Kennedy's order that married men
were to be exempt from the draft has given a number of students,
particularly those contemplating graduate study, reason for ques-
tioning the wisdom of continuing in the program. President John-
son's recent talk about the possibility of the draft ending entirely
in the next few years will probably occasion further questioning.
What impact these policies will have on the lower classes next
fall is difficult to predict, for although membership after the Soph-
omore year in ROTC carries a commitment beyond college, it
also brings certain immediate monetary advantages as well as the
assured opportunity to serve as an officer. I have no recommenda-
tion to make other than to suggest that national policy and
ROTC enrollment shoul4-both be studied carefully in order to
determine what the College itself ought to do.
The other problem concerns student counseling, and although
it is not new, it has become, I believe, intensified. What at other
colleges has established itself as a department has remained at
Bowdoin the mutual concern of the Deans' Office, the College Phy-
sician, Mr. Harutune H. Mikaelian, of the Psychology Department,
who serves as a counselor for special cases along with his full
teaching load, and of the Faculty generally. Ideally a student
should find a counselor to his liking somewhere in the midst of
this array. In reality, however, less and less time seems available
from these men for general guidance. The reasons for this are
many and were discussed in Dean Kendrick's Report last year. In
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addition, the personal problems of students at Bowdoin, as else-
where, seem to be acquiring a complexity which leaves many well-
intentioned teachers with a sense of inadequacy. This is particular-
ly true of the fraternity advisers, who earlier requested more pro-
fessional assistance and who at this writing are reexamining their
role in respect to counseling students. There is, I realize, no end to
counseling, but one can still ask whether Bowdoin should not be
further committed to professional assistance in this important area.
Insofar as other student problems involving the Deans' Office
are concerned, they are probably as well under control as they ever
are. In fact, in the midst of excuses from classes, requests to drop
courses, complaints about noise and water fights, to say nothing of
occasional town and gown affairs in the early morning hours, it is
really the Dean of Students who has a problem, and that is to re-
member that beyond the confines of Massachusetts Hall a number
of students are doing many remarkably fine things. The Dean's
List this semester, for example, included more than one-fourth of
all the students in college, while the number of men receiving
warnings was correspondingly low. Students have also found the
time and desire to establish a semester exchange program with
Morehouse College, an excellent, predominantly Negro college in
Atlanta, Georgia. This term, six Bowdoin students are attending
Morehouse while six Morehouse students are here doing full jus-
tice to the Bowdoin curriculum and serving as worthy ambassadors
on behalf of civil rights. In addition, another group of Bowdoin
students has established Project '65. With the aid of approximately
$1000 raised from students and friends of the College and with
the guidance of the Admissions Office, several of this group de-
moted their Spring Vacation to visiting predominantly Negro
:hools in the South and Midwest in an effort to encourage a larg-
er number of qualified Negroes to apply to Bowdoin. The results
thus far have justified this effort, which will undoubtedly embrace
other disadvantaged peoples too.
In more traditional areas, students have also distinguished them-
selves. This year's football, hockey, and baseball teams have com-
>iled outstanding records, and Bowdoin's venture on the nation-
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ally televised College Bowl Program set a national scoring record.
Recently, at the First Parish Church, a delegation from the Bow-
doin Christian Association demonstrated that Bowdoin students
can give effective expression to their religious convictions as well,
and the performance of Much Ado About Nothing by the Masque
and Gown in honor of the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare's
birth was unquestionably one of its best productions in recent
years.
I am grateful to my colleagues on the Faculty who have helped,
in the absence of Dean Kendrick, to make the second semester as
painless as possible. I am indebted, too, to the staff of Massachu-
setts Hall for seeing me through the myriad of details which pro-
vide some semblance of order while the College is about its work.
Respectfully submitted,
A. LeRoy Greason, Jr., Dean of Students




Students enrolled September, 1963 796
Student who completed his work February, 1964 ... 1
Students dropped for academic deficiencies
February, 1964 5
Students leaving for other reasons between
September, 1963 and February, 1964 14
Students enrolled February 5, 1964 786
Students readmitted February, 1964 9







Maine . . .
Connecticut .
New York . .
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Pennsylvania .































































#0f these, 206 were Freshmen.
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Art 1,2 72 56 Education 5, 6 ... 15 21
Art 5, 6 . . 18 18 English 1,2 . 214 216
Art 11, 12 . . . 25 20 English 3,
4
. 210 210
Art 200 . . 1 English 6, 5 . 17 10
Astronomy 1,
2
24 29 English 7,
8
16 18
Biology 1,2 . 104 103 English 9, 10 . 13 11
Biology 3, 4 . 8 18 English 11, 12 . 27 28
Biology 6 . . 14 English 13, 14 . 29 30
Biology 7, 8 . 1 1 English 15, 16 . 14 16
Biology 9 . . 22 English 17, 18 . 13 8
Biology 11. . 14 English 25, 26 . 61 61
Biology 15, 16 20 19 English 27, 28 . 42 36
Biology 301 . 3 English 47 . . 3
Biology 302 . 1 English 200 4
Chemistry 11, 12 78 79 French 1,
2
20 22
Chemistry 21, 22 40 42 French 3,
4
88 84
Chemistry 31,32 8 6 French 5,
6
95 98
Chemistry 35,42 12 11 French 7,
8
19 17
Chemistry 43, 44 10 10 French 15, 16 10 7
Chemistry 51,52 8 8 French 17, 18 5 4
Classics 14 ... 130 French 200 , 3
Economics 1,
2





15 13 Geology 3,
4
4 4
Economics 7 . 10 German 1, 54 47
Economics 9 . . 22 German 3, 4 , 41 44
Economics 10 . 56 German 5, 6 . 6 5
Economics 11, 12 48 31 German 9, 10 20 17
Economics 14, 13 14 33 German 11, 12 23 24
Economics 15 . . 28 German 13, 14 . 7 7
Economics 16 . 35 Government 1,2 50 49
Economics 17 . 38 Government 3,
4
25 24
Economics 200 4 Government 5, 6 . 20 10
Economics 300 1 Government 7, 8 . 32 17
Education 1,
2
29 11 Government 9 8






Greek 1, 2 .
Greek 3, 4 .
















Latin 3, 4 .
Latin 5 . .













































































Music 5, 6 . .
Music 11, 12 .
Music 13, 14 .
Music 21, 22 .







Physics 11, 12 .
Physics 23, 24.
Physics 32 . .
Physics 35, 36 .














Religion 5, 6 .
Russian 1,2 .
Russian 3,4 .
Russian 5, 6 .
Russian 7, 8 .
Sociology 1,2.
Sociology 5, 7 .
Sociology 9, 10
Sociology 1 1 .
Sociology 200
Spanish 1, 2 .
Spanish 3, 4 .
Spanish 5,6 .






































































IV. Fraternity Membership, April, 1964
Alpha Delta Phi 61
Alpha Rho Upsilon .... 54
BetaThetaPi 69
ChiPsi 55
Delta Kappa Epsilon ... 68
Delta Sigma 54
Kappa Sigma 76
Phi Delta Psi 44
Psi Upsilon 60
Sigma Nu 54
Theta Delta Chi 59
Zeta Psi 86
Total "740
V. Scholastic Standings of the Fraternities and Independents
June, 1963
Independents 2.732
Phi Delta Psi 2.571
Sigma Nu 2.460
Alpha Rho Upsilon . . . 2.454
Theta Delta Chi .... 2.431
BetaThetaPi 2.372
Alpha Delta Phi .... 2.352
Delta Sigma 2.339
ChiPsi 2.263




All-College Average . . . 2.328
All-Fraternity Average . . 2.310
February, 1964
Independents 2.651
Phi Delta Psi 2.609
Alpha Rho Upsilon . . . 2.471
Sigma Nu 2.381
Delta Sigma 2.311
Theta Delta Chi .... 2.300
BetaThetaPi 2.289




Delta Kappa Epsilon . . . 2.117
Zeta Psi 2.083
All-College Average . . . 2.278
All-Fraternity Average . . 2.263
VI. Freshman Scholastic Standings
June, 1963
Sigma Nu 2.700
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Phi Delta Psi 2.304
Theta Delta Chi .... 2.197
Delta Kappa Epsilon . . . 2.133
Independents 2.125
Kappa Sigma 2.087










Theta Delta Chi .... 2.059
Phi Delta Psi 2.058
PsiUpsilon 2.031
ZetaPsi 2.028
Alpha Delta Phi .... 2.024
Kappa Sigma 1.958





VII. Abraxas Cup Standing, February, 1964
1. Deering High School (Portland, Maine) 3.083
2. Piatt High School (Meriden, Connecticut) 2.667
3. Boston Latin School (Massachusetts) 2.333
4. Brunswick High School (Maine) 2.313
5. Bangor High School (Maine) 2.167
VIII. Distribution of Majors
Class of 1964
Art 4 Latin 2
Biology 18 Mathematics 10
Chemistry 13 Music 1
Economics 27 Philosophy 3
English 14 Physics 8
French 4 Psychology 22
















Peace Corps . 7
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REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
To the President of Bowdoin College:
I have the honor to submit a report for the Bowdoin College
Library for the year 1963-64.
Measurable progress towards the goals implicit in the reorgani-
zation and development of the Bowdoin College Library has been
made during the year. Plans for the new library building are com-
plete and the architects will soon have specifications ready for the
letting of contracts. The recataloging project has got off to a slow
but carefully considered and soundly reasoned start. Additions to
the staff and shifts in personnel have increased and improved
library services. Departments have been more than ever coopera-
tive in the selection of acquisitions, and the increase in the budget
for books, bindings, and periodicals has made it possible for the
Library to maintain a satisfactory rate of acquisitions even in the
face of rising costs. Gifts of both library materials and money dem-
onstrate once again the place of the Library and of the College as
an object of beneficent concern on the part of alumni and friends.
Plans for the new library building are not significantly different
from a year ago. The note of them made in the report for 1962-63
need not be repeated here. The continued help, however, of Mr.
Keyes D. Metcalf, Librarian Emeritus of Harvard College, in re-
viewing Bowdoin's library plans should be noted; and the services
of Mr. Scott Cherry, of the Library Bureau of Remington-Rand,
deserve a full measure of praise. The help of Mr. John C. Pickard
as chairman of the Library Committee of the Governing Boards
transcends all possible expressions of gratitude. A full description
of the plans for the new library building (with schematic render-
ings of the floor plans by Andre Warren) appeared in the March,
1964, issue of the Bowdoin Alumnus.
Miss Lillian Cooper joined the staff last July as Director of the
Recataloging Project. During the continuance of this project she
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is also supervising all of the cataloging for the Library. Miss Joyce
Tracy joined us as Miss Cooper's principal assistant later in the
summer, and Robert Stone came to us as staff cataloger. Miss
Cooper has proceeded wisely and efficiently in planning and or-
ganizing the recataloging project. Much of her time in this first
year of the project has been absorbed with planning, with the train-
ing of new personnel, and with catching up the arrearages of cata-
loging that had accumulated over a number of years and particu-
larly between the departure of the previous cataloger from the
staff and Miss Cooper's arrival here. The work of the recataloging
project proceeds satisfactorily, but the quantity of volumes recata-
loged must be increased to complete the work on schedule.
Mr. Arthur Monke has done a superb job as Assistant Librarian
during his first full year in that post. Mr. Richard Kirkwood re-
placed Mr. Kenneth Carpenter in the fall and has fitted increased
work with government documents efficiently into his work load.
Mr. Stevens Hilyard left the staff late in the fall to undertake grad-
uate work in librarianship at the University of Michigan. Although
his loss was a distinct hardship, his work has been absorbed in var-
ious parts by Mrs. Lena E. Browne, who became library secretary
in October, by Mr. Monke, and by Mr. Philip N. Racine (part-
time). Mr. Joseph J. Derbyshire joined the staff in January as Ac-
quisitions Librarian. He has adjusted to his new position with
admirable speed and efficiency.
Increased budgetary support of the Library is reflected in many
salutary ways. The following is quoted from the "Annual Report
of the Faculty Library Committee" of 1 May 1964:
The Library Committee is pleased to report that budgetary support
for the College Library has been increasing substantially in recent years
and accordingly the annual number of books acquired has been increas-
ing and the services rendered by the Library have been greatly improved.
A tabulation of data concerning library budgets and staff for recent
years is appended hereto. The budget for the Library now stands at
slightly less than the 5 percent of total institutional expenditure accepted
as standard. It should be increased to well over that figure (in "reverse
discrimination") to make up for years in which it was substantially be-
low the norm.
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1959/60 84,583 31,605 29,236 4 3 7 not
avail.
5,006 3.3
1960/61 93,732 39,029 30,260 4 2.7 6.7 4,900 6,553 4.7
1961/62 91,425 37,912 34,538 4.2 2.3 6.5 6,086 6,295 5
1962/63 121,534 48,225 63,602 4 5.4 9.4 7,142 9,474 4.6
1963/64 # 176,215 43,600** 98,000 8 10.2 18.2 9,165 c. 9,000 not
avail.
"Includes figures for recataloging project.
**Budgeted amount. This figure does not include gifts received during the year. Actual expen-
diture for books will be considerably more than budgeted. (The budgeted sum in this column
for 1962/63 was $40,000, the actual expenditure $48,225.)
The total of volumes in the Library at the end of fiscal 1963
was 282,433.
Recorded circulation has dropped slightly, although the number
of books circulated for home use has reached a new high. Paper-
bound books owned by the students themselves are a considerable
factor in explaining a decline in the use of reserve books. In any
case the per student figure for books circulated stands at an im-
pressive 56.24 books per student. Circulation by year (July 1-June
30) for the last Rwe years has been:
1962-63 1961-62 1960-61 1959-60 1958-59
Lent (for
extended use) 24,417 23,529 22,833 24,330 23,370
Lent (from
closed reserve) 20,577 23,116 27,053 26,547 18,363
During the summer of 1963 the shelf arrangement of periodi-
cals was revised and made more efficient. In the course of the year
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considerable progress has been made in the organization of special
collections and manuscript collections. Mr. Carpenter had made a
good start in this area, and his work has been carried forward with
praiseworthy efficiency by Stafford Kay '64. Mr. Kay's work is an
example of the increasing usefulness of student assistants. On
them the Library depends far more than is usual, and they gener-
ally do a fine job. It is only by the extensive use of student assis-
tants that the Library can maintain its schedule of being open more
than ninety hours a week.
Publications by members of the Library's staff are noted in the
Appendix to the Report of the President. The Bowdoin College
Library Bulletin has continued publication at irregular intervals.
Various of the staff have been active in state, regional, and national
library affairs.
The pace of gifts to the Library has notably increased. Perhaps
the Capital Campaign has acted as a catalyst to bring them about.
The following new book funds have been established during the
year (except where otherwise specified these funds are for the pur-
chase of any type of books for the Library) :
The Benoit Library Book Fund, established with gifts
from the A. H. Benoit Company, Mr. Andre Benoit '43, and
Mr. Louis J. Benoit '55.
Class of 1825 Book Fund, established with an anonymous
gift. An addition to this fund has been given by Mr. Philip G.
Clifford '03.
Betty Edwards Dober Library Fund, established with a
gift from Mr. Charles P. Edwards '41; for the purchase of
musical scores and other teaching materials, including record-
ings, relating to the instructional program of the Department
of Music. An addition to this fund has been received from Mr.
Augustus H. Fenn '40.
The President John F. Kennedy Memorial Book
Fund, established with two anonymous gifts. Additions to this
fund have been made by Mr. Neal W. Allen, Jr. '40, Mr.
George J. Basbas '59, Mr. George K. Blagogee '60, President
and Mrs. James S. Coles, Miss Drusilla Fielding, Mr. Allen K.
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Holding, Mr. Glenn R. Mclntire '25 and Mrs. Mclntire, Dr.
Reginald P. McManus '52, Mr. Morrill Shapiro '57, and Miss
Audrey Thomas.
The Earl Scott Miller Book Fund, established with a
gift from Mr. Arthur Karp and Mr. Robert L. Miller.
The Alfred Rehder Library Fund, established with a
gift from Mr. Gerhard Rehder '31. Additions to this fund have
been made by Mr. Gerhard Rehder, Mr. Harald A. Rehder '29,
and Mr. and Mrs. Warren F. Witherell.
Previously established funds have been increased as follows:
The Lucy Sherman Dodge Fund by a gift from the Mary S. S.
Dodge estate; the Donald W. Philbrick Book Fund by a gift from
Mr. Donald W. Philbrick '17; the Pickard Book Fund by a gift
to income from Mr. John C. Pickard '22; the Sills Book Fund by
gifts from Mr. Edwin H. Blanchard '17, Mr. Philip M. Brown,
Mrs. George Roy Elliott, Mr. Richard Harwell, and Mr. Fred N.
Robinson H'36; the Walter Moritz Solmitz Fund by gifts from
Mr. G. Raymond Babineau '59, Mr. Peter C. Barnard '50, Mr.
Donald M. Block '60, Mr. Richard T. Goodman '53, Mr. Lewis
W. Kresch '59, Mr. Glenn R. Mclntire '25 and Mrs. Mclntire, and
Mr. Paul R. Riseman '62.
A gift of funds for immediate use was made by the John An-
son Kittredge Educational Fund. This gift enabled the Library to
supply books specially needed by the Music Department.
Gifts in kind as well as gifts of funds count towards matching
by the terms of the Ford Foundation grant. Gifts, always im-
portant to the growth of the Library, assume, therefore, a special
importance during the years in which the College is eligible for
Ford Foundation funds. Outstanding among gifts of manuscripts
and books during the year are these:
The gift of diaries (and related materials) kept by Rear
Admiral Donald B. MacMillan '98, during his polar explora-
tions.1A set of Portugaliae Monumenta Cartographica given by
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More than six hundred books (a great many association
copies of exceptional interest and value) from the library of
the late President Kenneth C. M. Sills, given by Mrs. Sills.
Manuscripts of several of his own novels given by Vance
Bourjaily '44.
Manuscripts of various of his own writings given by Francis
Russell 33.
The manuscript of The Twentieth Maine given by John J.
Pullen H'58, its author.
Approximately forty-five hundred volumes bequeathed to the
Library by the late Rev. Frederick Crosby Lee '00.
A collection of fine books on art, architecture, and travel
(many handsomely bound) given by an anonymous donor.
A nearly complete set of the publications distributed by the
Bollingen Foundation, given by the Foundation.
Many smaller gifts of considerable note have been received
during the year, and the Library has been favored with gifts of
books from numerous foundations and corporations. Individual
donors not previously mentioned include: Miss Lucy L. Addams,
Robert G. Albion '18, Ralph I. Alford, Mrs. A. Wendell Ander-
son, Frederick W. Anthoensen H'47, Carlton L. Apollonio '53,
Rodney Armstrong, John L. Baxter '16, George D. Bearce, Jr.,
Miss Edna Sarah Beardsley, Rexford S. Beckham, Robert K. Beck-
with, Francis S. Benjamin, Jr. '36, Edward F. Blount, Walter Hart
Blumenthal, James H. Bradner, Jr., Wilmot Brewer, Ernest L.
Brigham '04, Roland E. Burdick, Arthur Burkhard, Mrs. Gert-
rude A. Callahan, Mrs. Richard Carney, Kenneth E. Carpenter '58,
Mary Ellen Chase H'33, Edwin A. Cheney, The Rev. Sheldon
Christian '37, Dan E. Christie '37, Edwin S. Coles, President
James S. Coles, Richard W. Constable, Earl F. Cook '26, Sanford
B. Cousins '20, George V. Craighead '25, Gerald Cullinan, Frank
A. de la Fe '63, Joseph J. Derbyshire, David Dorman, Lafayette
F. Dow '17, John F. Dowling, Jr. '59, Peter H. Dragonas '59,
Robert Bruce Driscoll, Miss K. Phyllis Evans, Mr. and Mrs. B. B.
Fall, Capt. William A. Fickett '54, Miss S. Frances Fletcher, Roy
A. Foulke 19, Henry B. Gallison, Thomas D. Ginn '09, Alfred
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O. Gross H'52, Miss Bertha L. Haines, Mrs. Edward R. Hale, The
Hon. Robert Hale '10, Lawrence S. Hall '36, Harlan Hamilton,
Richard O. Hathaway, Stephen A. Hecht '65, Ernst C Helm-
reich, Mrs. S. Kirby Hight, Herbert Pierrepont Houghton, John
A. Hutchison, William V. Jackson, Rabbi Max Kaufman, Clark
L. Keator, Dean Nathaniel C. Kendrick, Reinhard L. Korgen, Al-
fred H. Lane, Sturgis E. Leavitt '08, Lance R. Lee '60, Eaton C.
Leith, Albert Levitt, Charles H. Livingston, Robert D. Loomis,
David P. Lovell '60, Walter M. Luce '35, Richard B. Lyman, Jr.
'57, Mrs. Ian Maclnnes, Douglass H. McNeally '46, T. Magness,
Samuel F. Manning '54, Mrs. James Marshall, Adelbert H. Mer-
rill '24, William F. Merrill, Robert N. Miller, James R. Morris,
John H. Moses, Jr. '60, James M. Moulton, Norman L. Munn,
Gabriel Nadeau, Sterling D. Nelson '35, Allan Nevins, Bela W.
Norton '18, Karl Obermair, Mrs. Royal Parkinson, Charles Par-
sons, Francis C. Peaks, Mrs. John Wilson Phelps, Kyle M. Phil-
lips, Jr. '56, T. O. Phillips, Edward Allen Pierce H'56, David R.
Porter '06, Ben G. M. Priest '56, Richard A. Rhodes II %4 f
William L. Rice '63, Miss Rosalind Richards, Fred B. Rogers,
Mrs. Vincent Shea, William D. Shipman, Miss Dorothy G. Smith,
Edward S. C. Smith '18, C. Wilbert Snow '07, Mrs. Clara Aiken
Speer, Lawrence P. Spingarn '40, Mrs. Marie Peary Stafford H'49,
Adolphus Staton, Dr. F. Jackson Stoddard '35, Frank Stoke,
Robert B. Stone, L. Corrin Strong, Mrs. William C. Swallow,
George L. Swift, Ens. John L. Swift '62, Joseph J. Tecce '55,
Emil Thoma, Lewis Turco, Thomas C. Van Cleve, D. B. Varner,
H. O. Wagner, Harry M. Ward, Robley C. Wilson, Jr. '52, W.
S. Woodfill '18, Mark W. Zacher.
Respectfully submitted,
Richard Harwell, Librarian
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR OF THE
MUSEUM OF ART
To the President of Bowdoin College:
The Director of the Museum of Art has the honor to submit the
following report for the year ending April 30, 1964.
The year now drawing to a close has been gratifying on a num-
ber of counts. Although it would have been difficult in any year to
repeat immediately the tremendous success of the Baskin exhibi-
tion, the exhibition of Painting in British India, which started the
current year, was widely acclaimed for its intrinsic interest and fine
catalogue; and the exhibition of the Portrayal of the Negro in
American Painting, which the Curator, Mr. Sadik, has planned for
many months to begin our next year, promises to attract wide rec-
ognition for both its content and artistic merit. Meanwhile, other
exhibitions brought to the College for the benefit of students and
public elicited encouraging appreciation, especially the display of
Oceanic Art lent by the Olsen Foundation, the Portraits from the
Collection of the Museum of Modern Art, and a large group of
Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century English Watercolors and
Drawings lent by the Smithsonian Institution during the summer,
fall, and winter seasons respectively. Thus, throughout the year,
|
with only short intervals for preparation and hanging, the exhibi-
tion of works of art which the Curator brought to the Museum to
complement the permanent collections was continuous and of con-
sistently high quality.
In addition, our offering to the public was further augmented by
the display of paintings by Rembrandt and Gainsborough owned
by Eunice, Lady Oakes, who continued, as in the past, to allow us
!
to exhibit pictures of major importance from her collection. The
value of her generosity for people in this area can be illustrated by
pointing out that the Rembrandt portrait lent by Lady Oakes is thei
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only major example of that master's painting on public view in
northern New England.
The year was also notable for the addition of a large number of
new titles to the permanent collections by bequest, gift, and pur-
chase, especially the bequest from the estate of Mrs. Sylvia Engel
Ross, of Bangor, and the gift of an extensive collection of prints
from an anonymous donor, as listed in the report of the Curator.
Among the noteworthy purchases made possible by special gifts is
a fine wooden choir stall carving of the Prophet Habakkuk, attrib-
uted to the sixteenth-century German sculptor Heinrich Yselin,
which was acquired through the generosity of friends of John W.
Frost, of the Class of 1904, as a memorial to his long interest in
art at the College.
An important product of research on the classical antiquities
which make up one of the Museum's most significant collections
was made available in April when the Harvard University Press
published Professor Kevin Herbert's book on Ancient Art in Bow-
doin College. Comprising a complete catalogue and description of
our ancient treasures, with numerous illustrations, it was written
while Dr. Herbert was a member of the Bowdoin faculty and will
provide a valuable guide to the collections for scholar and layman
alike.
Since an important part of our program—the temporary exhibi-
tions mentioned above—was made possible by the generosity of
others, the College tried in turn to accede within all possible
bounds of reason and safety to the requests of outside institutions
to borrow our treasures for display in other localities. To that end
loans were made to such diverse exhibitions as Maine and Its
Artists, organized by Colby College; Masters of Landscape, East
and West, at the Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute in Utica; and
the Festival of the Bible in the Arts, at Temple Emanu El in Hous-
ton, Texas, on the national scene; and locally to the Popham
Beach Library and Temple Beth El in Portland. In these ways we
strove to serve the common good on many fronts. As usual, our
noted drawing of Waltersburg, by Pieter Brueghel the Elder, was
in demand and away on loan as much as it was at home—at one
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time as far west as the Museum at Santa Barbara, California. In
recognition of the fame of this treasure, one of Bowdoin's most
eminent representatives abroad, we commissioned the Meriden
Gravure Company to print a facsimile reproduction of the draw-
ing. The results were excellent and prints can now be purchased
at a modest price.
Among the special events of the year, two highlights were the
Christmas Concert given in Sculpture Hall by the Bowdoin Chapel
Choir, under the direction of Professor Robert Beckwith, and a
summer concert in the Boyd Gallery by the Bowdoin Chamber
Players. Both attracted enthusiastic, standing-room-only audiences.
The Associates Program, which provides an organized link be-
tween the Museum and the general public, continued to prosper,
with membership increasing to 452 contributing participants.
The physical condition of the museum building was, as ever,
given careful consideration and may be described at this juncture
of its history as follows. In June of 1964 the Museum will attain
its seventieth birthday, a venerable age in Biblical terms or in the
life of any public building. The oldest college art museum in the
country, it was lovingly and solidly built and has endured with dig-
nity. Many visitors comment on its beauty and the fine impression
it makes. For this we are grateful. Yet excellent housekeeping can-
not conceal limitations of space and facilities which have come in-
evitably with the passage of so many years. When a new front
door, now under construction, is installed in the near future, every-
thing possible will have been done to refine the appearance and
usefulness of the present structure. Further development must then
await a major extension of facilities through the construction of an
addition to the building.
In June of 1964 the present Director will also have reached a
kind of milestone. By that time I shall have completed twenty-five
years of service as Director and, simultaneously, as head of the Art
Department. To the extent that both of these specialized fields
have grown rapidly all over the country, a separation of the two
responsibilities is now taking place in most institutions. In view of
this trend I requested the President of the College to permit me to
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relinquish the duties of the directorship in order to give proper at-
tention to the increasing demands of teaching and the chairman-
ship of the Department. Since the average national tenure of direc-
tors in one place is six to ten years, the request seemed not unrea-
sonable and was granted, effective July first. I retained the post of
Director as long as I did because museum work was, to me, always
extremely interesting. Through it one meets many people and has
many experiences which do not accrue to teaching alone. Not least,
too, among the satisfactions to be found is the pleasure of playing
an active and creative part in the improvement of the building, the
growth of the collections, the enlargement of financial resources,
and the development of the program of museum activities.
Professionally speaking, the problem which faced the Museum
twenty-five years ago was to conceive ways of advancing on all of
these and other fronts in response to a revolution in the conception
of the function of a museum, which was spreading over the whole
country. Conception had then to be followed by year-to-year re-
appraisal and execution in terms of the academic and public con-
text of our particular museum and its financial means over the
years. I have had ample opportunity through the decades to ex-
pound our working philosophy in these reports and need not
repeat it here. The results will have become self-evident, if at all
successful, to any observer of our Museum and the improving sit-
uation all over the country. Most important, we can all take pleas-
ure in the fact that present circumstances are many times better
than during the depression or war years and bode well for the
future.
In a very real sense any long-range program of improvement
depends upon the cooperation of many people, and no director can
do much without substantial help from others. Therefore, before
concluding this, my final report as Director, I should like to ex-
press my thanks especially to the President of the College and the
members of the Committee on Art Interests of the Governing
Boards, who have given generously of their time, support, and en-
couragement for the Museum's sake over a long period of time.
Within the Museum, the following Curators deserve great credit
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for whatever was accomplished during the past quarter of a cen-
tury by our common efforts: George Roger Edwards, Albert Suth-
erland Roe, James W. Fowle, Carl Nelson Schmalz, Jr., Richard
Wadleigh, and Marvin Sadik; as do the ladies of the staff, past and
present: Gertrude Hanley, Lorraine Hanson, Gertrude Plaisted,
Dee Hiebert, Katherine Rumsey, and Eleanor Shaw; and two su-
perintendents: William Hennessey and Merle Pottle, whose com-
bined careers span over a half-century of the Museum's history.
On July first, shortly after the Museum's seventieth anniversary
at Commencement time, the present Curator, Marvin Sherwood
Sadik, will also become its fourth Director. We all wish him well
and are confident, on the basis of his outstanding work as Curator,
that the Museum will flourish under his direction.
During the past year we had 16,208 visitors to the Museum. Stu-
dents going to the classes are not included in this count.
Below is a listing by the Curator of Exhibitions and Acquisi-
tions for the year.
EXHIBITIONS
May 17-June 16: Painting in British India, lent anonymously.
June 29-September 8: Oceanic Art, lent by the Olsen Foundation.
October 4-November 3: Portraits lent by the Museum of Modern Art.
November 16-December 24: Prints and Drawings from the Museum's
Collections.
January 4-26: Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century English Watercolors
and Drawings from an Anonymous Private Collection, lent by
the Smithsonian Institution.
February 15-March 8: Paintings and Prints from the Museum's Collec-
tions for Rental to Associates of the Bowdoin College Museum
of Art.
March 18-April 19: 120 Years of American Landscapes, 1838-1958, from
the Museum's Collections.
LOANS TO OTHER MUSEUMS
October 1962-October 1963: Old Master Drawings, circulated by the
American Federation of Arts to Allentown Art Museum, Art Gallery of
Greater Victoria, Fort Worth Art Center, Frye Art Museum, Seattle,
La Jolla Art Center, Milwaukee Art Center, Utah Museum of Fine Arts,
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Washington University, St. Louis, con-
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tained ten Bowdoin drawings: Animal Sketches by Nicholas Berghem
( 1811.43) , Palazzo Pubblico, Siena, Ceiling Study by Beccafumi ( 1811.-
85), Study for a Window by Bernard van Orley (1811.109), Joel and
Sisera by Nicolas Poussin (1811.149), Two Figures by Unknown Art-
ist (1930.154), Sketches by Pierino del Vaga (1932.5), Apotheosis by
Luca Cambiaso ( 1932.8), Coronation of the Virgin by Ambrogio Figino
(1932.9), Female Nude by Berretoni (1932.16), and Entombment by
Dirck Barendsz (1932.29).
May 5-9: Temple Beth El Art Festival, Portland, three John Sloan paint-
ings: The Cot (1961.62), Sunday Afternoon in Union Square (1961.-
63), and A Window on the Street (1961.50).
May 4-June 12: Maine and Its Artists, 1710-1963 at Colby College: Gen-
eral Samuel Waldo by Robert Feke (1855.3) and James Bowdoin III
and his Sister Elizabeth by Joseph Blackburn (1826.11).
July and August: Popham Beach Library: Kent's Island, New Brunswick
by Carl Schmalz, Jr. (1962.98) and Windslip Beach by Susie Wass
Thompson (1963.7).
September 15-December 1: Masters of Landscape: East and West at
Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute, Utica, New York and Rochester
Memorial Art Gallery: Waltersburg by Pieter Brueghel (1811.142).
November 3-26: American Art at Colby College: The Cot by John Sloan
(1961.62).
December 19-March 22: Maine and Its Artists, 1710-1963, organized by
Colby College, exhibited at Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, and Whitney
Museum of American Art, New York: General Samuel Waldo by
Robert Feke (1855.3), James Bowdoin III and his Sister Elizabeth by
Joseph Blackburn (1826.11), and Mrs. James Bowdoin III by Gilbert
Stuart (1870.7).
January 25-February 9: Festival of the Bible in the Arts at Temple Emanu
El, Houston: Jael and Sisera by Nicolas Poussin (1811.49).
February 25-March 28: Master Drawings Prior to 1900 at Santa Barbara
Museum of Art: Waltersburg by Pieter Brueghel (1811.142).
BEQUESTS
Mrs. Sylvia E. Ross, Bangor: American, 18th century, furniture, as fol-
lows: Queen Anne Highboy (1963.12), Thomas Shearer Sideboard
(1963.13), Sheraton Tambour Secretary (1963.14), two Hepplewhite
Card Tables ( 1963.15-16) , Chinese Chippendale Side Chair ( 1963.17)
,
Hepplewhite Secretary (1963.20), two Chippendale Mirrors (1963.27-
28). English, 18th and 19th century, furniture, as follows: Chinese Chip-
pendale Side Chair (1963.18), Cabinet Secretary (1963.19), Chippen-
dale Blanket Chest (1963.21), Chippendale Side Chair (1963.22),
Hepplewhite Arm Chair (1963.23), Sheraton Arm Chair (1963.24),
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Queen Anne Arm Chair (1963.25), Regency Side Chair (1963.26),
two Regency Mirrors (1963.29. 1-2).
English silver, as follows: Hester Bateman, 18th century, Oval Teapot
and Stand (1963.32. 1-2), three Sugar Tongs (1963.43-44, 93), Sifter
Ladle (1963.45) , Tablespoon (1963.46), Fruit Spoon (1963.50); Peter
and Ann Bateman, Sugar Basket (1963.37), Cream Pitcher (1963.38),
Gravy Spoon (1963.39); Matthew Bolton, Sheffield Tea Urn (1963.-
35); Alexander Gardiner, Tablespoon (1963.48); Philip Roker, Table-
spoon (1963.49); Richard Scarlett, Tablespoon (1963.47); James
Wilkes, Tablespoon (1963.40); Tray (1963.30); two Berry Spoons
(1963.41.1-2) ; Punch Ladle (1963.42); Pineapple Epergne (1963.31).
American silver, as follows: Tea and Coffee Service (1963.33.1-7),
Candelabra (1963.34), made by A. Stowell & Co.; Pair of Candlesticks
(1963.36.1-2); Round Box (1963.51).
Dante Gabriel Rossetti, English (1828-82), Monna Vanna, oil on
canvas (1963.52).
American glass, as follows: Tiffany Vase (1963.53), Pair of Dolphin
Candlesticks, Sandwich (1963.58.1-2).
French china, early 19th century, Vieux Paris Tea and Coffee Service
(1963.59-65). English china, 19th century, 27 Pieces of Wedgwood
(1963.66-92); 174 Ceramic Dogs [some in sets], mostly Staffordshire,
Rockingham, Derby, and Chelsea (1963-94-228); 17 Staffordshire
Figurines [including 2 pairs] (1963.54-57 and 1963.229-239).
GIFTS
Mr. Charles F. Adams '12, Auburn: Unknown Artist, American, c. 1850,
Portrait of a Man, oil (1963.9); Unknown Artist, American, 19th cen-
tury, Miss Charlotte Thomas Writing, sepia watercolor ( 1963.10) ; John
H. Carmiencke, American (1810-67), Valley of the Catskills, oil on
canvas (1963.11); War Club from Samoa, Polynesian, early 19th cen-
tury, wood (1963.243); John Taylor Arms, American (1887-1953),
Mont St. Michel, aquatint (1964.10).
Mr. Merton G. L. Bailey '11, Augusta: Keisai Yeisen, Japanese ( 1791—
1851), Japanese Woman, color print (1963.241).
Mr. Leonard Baskin, Northampton, Massachusetts: Thistle, bronze relief
(1963.240).
Mrs. William A. Daggett, Brunswick: Attributed to William Matthew
Prior, American (1806-73), George and Martha Washington, painting
on glass (1964.6-7).
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Friends of John W. Frost '04: Attributed to Heinrich Yselin, German, c.
1500, Prophet Habakkuk, from a choir stall, wood (1963.8).
Mr. and Mrs. Philmon G. Hatch, Freeport: Edwin Deakin, American
(1840-1925), California Landscape, oil on canvas (1964.1).
Professor Norman L. Munn, Brighton, South Australia: Susie Wass
Thompson, American (1892- ), Windslip Beach, watercolor (1963.-
7).
Mr. Eliot O'Hara, Washington, D.C.: Laundry, watercolor (1963.6).
Mr. John Plimpton '43, Sherborn, Massachusetts: Lawrence Kupferman,
American (1909- ), Chiaroscuro of Anxiety, watercolor (1964.4).
Mr. Edward H. Tevriz '26, New York City: American silver, Sugar and
Creamer, c. 1810-30 (1963.244.1-2).
Anonymous: Egyptian Alabastrons (1963.258-259); Egyptian Unguent
Jars, stone (1963.263-266, 268); Egyptian Statuettes, of Ptah, Apis
(2), Head of Cat Bast, Finial Figure of Neit, Handle of a Sistrum,
Snake, bronze (1963.269-272, 274-275, 280); Egyptian Ushabti
(1963.273); Roman Ceramic Lamp, 2nd century (1963.267); Roman
Bronze Lamp, 2nd century (1963.254); French, 16th century, The An-
nunciation, enamel plaque (1963.256); Italian Ewers, 16th century
(1963.261-262); French Ewer (1963.246); Italian Mirror, 18th century
(1963.260); Louis XVI Cylinder Desk (1963.283); Italian Velvet and
Brocade Screen ( 1963.278) ; Green and Brown Velvet Draperies ( 1963.-
276-277); Spanish, 17th century, Mission Bell, bronze (1963.279);
Chinese, 18th century, Temple Jar, bronze ( 1963.284) ; Flemish, c. 1500,
Madonna and Child, limewood (1963.281); French, 18th century, Bust
of a Pope, oak (1963.255); French, 16th century, Statuette of Louis XI,
walnut (1963.247); French, 17th century, Statuette of Louis IX, poly-
chrome wood (1963.248); F. T. Mouton, French, 18th century, Charity,
terracotta (1963.245); Antoine Louis Barye, French (1796-1875),
Animal Group and Panther, bronze (1963.249-250); Italian, 19th cen-
tury, Pair of Couchant Lions (copies after Canova), marble (1963.251.-
1-2); Italian, 20th century, River Gods (copies after Giovanni Bolog-
na), bronze (1963.252-253); Italian, 18th century, Nobleman Holding
Staff of Office, pearwood ( 1963.282 ) ; French, 18th century, Watering
Pot, copper (1963.257).
John Taylor Arms, American (1887-1953), From the Ponte Vecchio,
etching (1963.435); Albert Barker, American (1874- ), Acre Field
(1963.436), Earliest Spring, lithograph (1963.309); Marius J. Bauer,
Dutch (1867-1930), A Temple, etching (1963.315), And the Earth
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Trembled, etching (1963336); Auguste Beaufrere French, 20th cen-
tury, Pastorale, etching (1963.285); Eugene Bejot, French (1865-
1934), Rue de Harley, Paris, etching (1963.310), Carrousel Bridge,
Paris, etching (1963.337), The Harbor Bar, etching (1963.385), Le
Pont d'Arcole, Paris, etching (1963.437); Frank W. Benson, American
(1862-1951), The Landing, etching (1963.286), Soaring Fish Hawk,
drypoint (1963.438); Albert Besnard, French (1849-1935), Two
Youths, etching (1963.311), Woman with a Cape, aquatint (1963.-
338) ; Jacques Beurdeley, French (1874- ) , A Group of Trees etching
( 1963.439) ; Edmund Blampied, English ( 1886- ) , Ostend Horse, dry-
point (1963.287). Fisherman's Pet, drypoint (1963.312). Misty Morn-
ing, drypoint (1963.339), An Outing, etching (1963.386), Work in
the Fields, drypoint (1963.387), Misty Morning, drypoint (1963.440),
Shore Harvest, drypoint (1963.441); Jean Boldini. French (1845-
1931), Portrait of Whistler, drypoint (1963.442); Sir Muirhead Bone,
Scottish (1876-1953), San Frediano in Castello, Florence, drypoint
(1963.299), Alps from the Lido, drypoint (1963.340), A Ballantrae
Road, drypoint (1963.388), Trevi Fountain, Rome, drypoint (1963.-
389), The Lews' Quarters, Leeds, drypoint (1963.443); Frank Brang-
wyn English (1867-1956), Church of Sta. Chiara, Taormina, etching
( 1963.444) ; Arthur Briscoe, English ( 1873- ) , On the Hard, etching
(1963.288), An Act of God, etching (1963.445); Felix Buhot, French
(1847-98), Clock Tower, Westminster, etching (1963.300), A Scjuall
at Trouville, etching (1963.341), Near Gravesend, aquatint (1963.-
342), Donkeys of St. Medard, etching (1963.390), Geese, aquatint
(1963.391).
Sir David Y. Cameron, Scottish (1865-1945), Glen Strae, drypoint
(1963.343), Lake of Monteith, No. 2. drypoint (1963.392), Monte-
villiers, etching (1963.393), The Tevidarium. etching (1963.446), A
Valley in the Ardennes, etching (1963.447); Canaletto, Italian ( 1697—
1768), Town Across the River, etching (1963.344); Samuel Chamber-
lain, American (1895- ), Shadowy Street, Salem, drypoint (1963.-
394); Edward L. Cherry, English, 20th century, Peter Pan Statue, Ken-
sington Gardens, London, etching (1963.313); Claude Lorrain, French
( 1600-82 ) , Leaving for the Pasture, etching ( 1963.402 ) ; J. B. C Corot,
French (1796-1875), Near Rome, etching (1963.448); Nathaniel Cur-
rier, American (1813-88), Washington's Reception colored lithograph
(1963.345); Charles Daubigny, French (1817-78), Sunrise, etching
( 1963.395 ) ; Arthur B. Davies, American ( 1862-1928) , Angled Beauty,
aquatint (1963.396); L. P. Debucourt. French (1755-1832), The Race
(after Vernet), aquatint (1963.449); F. Dequevauviller, French (1745-
1807), The Drawing Room Gathering (after Lavrience), engraving
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(1963.450); Andre Derain, French (1880-1954), Head of a Woman,
lithograph (1963.397); Charles Descourtis, French (1753-1820), Fitst
Falls of Staubbach (after Wolff), colored aquatint (1963.398); Sir Al-
fred East, English ( 1849-1913) , Return at Sunset, aquatint ( 1963.314)
;
Fantin-Latour, French (1836-1904), The Embroiderers, lithograph
(1963.302), Isolde Signalling to Tristan, colored woodblock (1963.357);
Olive Fell, American, 20th century, Home on the Range, drypoint
( 1963.399) ; Hedley Fitton, English ( 1858-1929) , Roslin Chapel, Edin-
burgh, etching (1963.307), L. Fioutier, Spanish, 20th century, Basque
Ball Game, colored woodblock (1963.346;; J. L. Forain, French (1852-
1931), The Bailiffs House, lithograph (1903.290); Jean Frelaut, French
1879- ), Village Chapel, etching (1963.291), 2 he Bee Hive, dry-
point (1963.347), The Bay of the Seme, etching (1963.451); Hester
Frood, English, 20th century, Cathedral of Albi, drypoint (1963.292).
Percival Gaskell, English, 20th century, The Matterhorn, aquatint
(1963.348); Pierre Gatier, French (1878- ), Coquelles, etching
(1963.400); Andrew Geddes, Scottish (1783-1844), View in Caen
Wood, Hampstead Heath, etching (1963.401); Jean Gourmont, French
(c. 1506-51), The Marriage of St. Catherine, engraving (1903.452);
Melville Hadcock, English, 20th century, Hexham triory, etching
( 1963.349) ; Sir Francis Haden, English ( 1818-1910), Battersea Reach,
etching (1963.293), On the Test, drypoint (1963.3)0), Dunctrum
River, etching (1963.403), Sawley Abbey, etching (1963.404), Out of
the Study Window, etching (1963.453); Frederick Hall, American,
House of the Caryatids, Dijon, etching (1963-351); Himely, French,
19th century, A Hunting Tandem (alter Montpezat), colored aquatint
(1963.352), Phaeton with a Box Top (after Montpezat), colored aqua-
tint ( 1963.353) ; Edward Hopper, American ( 1882- ), The Railroad,
etching (1963.294); William Humphrey, English (1740-1810), The
Savages, etching (1963.295), John Bull Triumphant, etching (1963.-
296), The Reconciliation, etching (1963.354), A Political Concert,
etching (1963.355), The Belligerent Plenip&s, etching (1963.405),
The Reconciliation, etching (1963.454); Francois Janinet, French
(1752-1813), First Cascade of the Staubbach, colored aquatint (1963.-
455), Second Cascade of the Staubbach (after Wolff), colored aquatint
(1963.456); Sidney Jones, American (1875- ), St. John's College
Gate, Oxford, etching ( 1963.459) ; Francis Jukes, English ( 1745-1812),
View near Andernach on the Rhine (after Hewgill), colored aquatint
(1963.406), View between Bonn and Remagen (after Hewgill), col-
ored aquatint (1963.460); Marguerite Kirmse, American, 20th century,
Me and My Shadow, etching (1963.316).
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Jean Laboureur, French (1887- ), Coffee Shop, etching (1963.407),
Marie's House, etching (1963.408); Armin Landeck, American, 20th
century, Louvre, Paris, drypoint (1963.461); Robert Lawson, American
(1892- ), The Golden Age, etching (1963.317); Alphonse Legros,
French (1837-1911), Canal, Morning Effect, etching (1963.297), Cot-
tage on a Hill, etching (1963.298), The Parsonage Wall, lithograph
(1963.358), Mushroom Gatherers, etching (1963.409), The Cooper,
drypoint (1963.410), Trout Fishermen, drypoint (1963.462), Portrait
of the Artist, etching (1963.463); Auguste Lepere, French (1849-
1918), Farm with Holland Poplars, etching (1963.303), Palais de Jus-
tice, Paris, woodblock ( 1963.322), Crucifix of Branches, Morning, etch-
ing (1963.359), The Edge of Life, etching (1963.360), Notre Dame,
Paris, etching (1963.361), Watering Trough Behind Notre Dame,
wood engraving (1963.362), Sunset, etching (1963.411), Lock of the
Monnais, wood engraving (1963.412), Road to Houssoye, etching
(1963.413), Festival Procession at Nantes, colored wood engraving
( 1963.414) , Last Leaves, etching ( 1963.464) , The Flooded Hovel, etch-
ing (1963.465), The Banks of the Seine, wood engraving (1963.466),
Paris Under Snow, wood engraving (1963.467); Martin Lewis, Amer-
ican, 20th century, Tree, Manhattan, drypoint (1963.318), Shadow
Dance, drypoint (1963.323), Arch, Midnight, drypoint (1963.363),
Stoops in Snow, drypoint (1963.364), "Which Way?", aquatint (1963.-
415 ) , Relics, drypoint (1963.468) ; Ernest Lumsden, Scottish (1883- ),
The Abbot's House, aquatint (1963.365); James Lunn, Scottish, 20th
century, Penquin Parade, etching (1963.469).
James McBey, Scottish (1883- ), Surrey Downs, etching (1963.324),
Glassblowers, Murano, drypoint (1963.366), Rouen, drypoint (1963.-
367), Ebbesfleet, etching (1963.421), The Seine at Rouen, etching
( 1963.470) ; Donald S. MacLaughlan, American ( 1876- ) , St. Sulpice,
Paris, Little Tower, etching (1963.319), Paris Prison, etching (1963.-
416), The Salute, Venice, etching (1963.417), Song of Venice, etching
( 1963.418) , Le Pont Neuf, Paris, etching ( 1963.471 ) ; W. D. MacLeod,
Scottish (1892- ), Ploughing Kintyre, drypoint (1963.325), Arab
Story Teller, etching (1963.419); William C. McNulty, American
(1889- ), The Bridges, drypoint (1963.368, 472); Major & Knapp,
American, 1865, Grand Reception for President Lincoln, lithograph
(1963.369); Edouard Manet, French (1832-83), Exotic Flower, etch-
ing (1963.473); Peter Marcus, American (1889-1934), High Place,
lithograph (1963.474); John Marin, American (1873-1953), Bal Bui-
Her, Paris, etching ( 1963.326) , At the Window, Venice, etching ( 1963.-
420); Merrigot, French, Villa Borghese, Rome (after Hubert), aqua-
tint (1963.306); Charles Meryon, French (1821-68), Grand Chdtelet.
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Paris, etching (1963.370); C F. W. Mielatz, American (1864-1919),
Rainy Night, Madison Square, etching (1963.475); J. G. Milbert,
French (1766-1840), Natural Bridge, Virginia, colored lithograph
(1963.422); Pierre Moreau, French, 20th century, Clamart, etching
(1963.423); Samuel Palmer, English (1805-81), Opening the Void,
etching (1963.327); Pablo Picasso, Spanish (1881- ), In the fields,
etching (1963.372); Camille Pissarro, French (1830-1903), Rain
Effect, aquatint (1963.328), The Weeder, etching (1963.373), Rue
Danuette at Rouen, etching (1963.424), The Plow, colored lithograph
(1963.476); Charles Piatt, American (1861-1933), Fishing Boats,
Gloucester, etching (1963.329), Buttermilk Channel, etching (1963.-
425); Nicolas Ponce, French (1746-1831), Nocturnal Elopement
(after Baudouin), line engraving (1963.426).
Louis Conrad Rosenberg, American (1890- ), Interior of Hagia So-
phia, Constantinople, etching (1963.477); Ernest D. Roth, American
(1879- ), Florentine Roofs, etching (1963.321); Henry Rushbury,
English (1889- ), Porto Maggiore, Orvieto, drypoint ( 1963.330, 374),
lie de la Cite, Paris, drypoint ( 1963.375, 478), Place des Victoires, dry-
point (1963.427); Frederic Salathe, French (1793-1860), View of
Heidelberg Castle (after Graimberg), aquatint (1963.331); Sir Frank
Short, English (1857- ), The New Moon, aquatint (1963.376);
Tomas F. Simon, Czechoslovakian, 20th century, Quai Montebello, Paris
Morning, etching (1963.301), Place de la Concorde, Paris, etching
(1963.304), Notre Dame, Paris, Twilight, etching (1963.479), Quai
Voltaire, Paris, aquatint (1963.480); Nathaniel Sparks, English, 20th
century, Edinburgh Castle, etching (1963-379); William Walcot, Eng-
lish (1874- ), Brooklyn Bridge, etching (1963.332), Horse Guards,
London, drypoint (1963.380), Battery Park, etching (1963.429), St.
Peter's, Rome, etching (1963.430), St. Paul's, London, etching (1963.-
481); Herman Webster, American (1878- ), Old Bridge, Notre
Dame, Paris, etching (1963.381), The French Institute, Paris, etching
(1963.482); Levon West, American, 20th century, Through Central
Park, etching (1963.382), St. Mary's Lake, Glacier National Park, dry-
point ( 1963.483) ; James A. McNeill Whistler, American (1834-1903),
Old Westminster Bridge, etching (1963.333), Early Morning, litho-
graph ( 1963.334, 384) , Liverdun, etching ( 1963.383) , Greenwich Park,
etching (1963.431), Drouet, etching (1963.432), Hotel Colbert Win-
dows, lithograph (1963.433), Hurlingham, etching (1963.484); Jack
B. Yeats, Irish, 20th century, The Post Car, colored wood engraving
(1963.434); Hiroshige, Japanese (1797-1858), The Wind, woodblock
(1963.305), Evening, woodblock (1963.308), Inlet, colored woodblock
(1963.458); Hokusai, Japanese (1760-1849), Islands, colored wood-
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block (1963.356), Clear Weather on Fuji, colored woodblock (1963.-
428) ; Unknown Artist, Japanese, 19th century, Harbor, Evening, colored
woodblock (1963.457).
PURCHASES
Harrison B. Brown, American (1831-1915), Landscape, oil on canvas
(1963.489); Landscape at Sunset, oil on board (1964.8).
Jacob Cox, American ( 1810-92), Still-Life with Fruit and Flowers, oil on
canvas (1964.11).
James Ensor, Belgian (1860-1949), The Artist's Mother and Sister, pen-
cil drawing (1963.485); Portrait of Ernest Rousseau, etching (1963.-
486); The Skaters, etching (1963.487).
Joshua Johnston, American (c. 1796-1824), Portrait of a Cleric (?), oil
on canvas (1963.490).
Francis Coates Jones, American (1857-1932), The Orchard, oil on canvas
(1963.491).
Rico Lebrun, American (1900- ), Encantadas, woodcuts (drawn by Le-
brun, cut by Leonard Baskin) for text by Herman Melville (1963.242.-
1-6); book entitled Drawings for Dante's Inferno illustrated by Lebrun
with four original lithographs (1964.9. 1-5).
Jack Levine, American (1915- ), Portrait of a Girl, pencil drawing
(1963.488).
John Schwarz, American (1924-62), Surf and Rocks, watercolor (1963.-
5).
Joseph Stella, American (1880-1946), Seated Man with Cane, pencil
drawing (1964.2); Study of a Bearded Man, pencil drawing (1964.3).
Unknown Artist, American (19th century), Portrait of a Negro Gentle-
man, oil on panel (1964.5).
Charles Caleb Ward, American (c. 1831-96), Pic-a-back, oil on panel
(1963.492).
Respectfully submitted,
Philip C Beam, Director


